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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

WLCG
Report Period

Author Name
Les Robertson

2006 Q4
ID
DBS-1

IS-1

Date

Milestone
30.09.06 Full LCG database
service in place

Milestones for the Quarter
Coord.
Status
Comments
D.Duellma On going - Completed for Frontier/Squid (CMS Tier-1s) and
nn
see
for Oracle/Streams at 6 of the 10 Tier-1s
comment
concerned (ASCC, BNL, CNAF, GridKA, IN2P3
and RAL), all of which have been tested at the
replication rates estimated to be required by
ATLAS and LHCb. A new milestone will be
defined for the remaining Oracle Tier-1s
(NIKHEF, NDGF, PIC, TRIUMF).

30.09.06 Initial LHC Service in J.Shiers

Done

operation

Began at the end of SC-4. The service will be
used for extended testing of the computing
systems of the four experiments, for simulation
and for processing of cosmic-ray data.

Summary of Progress
The Service Phase of SC4 has been shown to deliver usable, albeit imperfect, services. The meetings and other
mechanisms set up to coordinate the service (daily & weekly operations meetings, service and experiment
coordination meetings) have proven successful in resolving the major problems experienced by the experiments.
Almost all of these issues were solved in production prior to the end date foreseen for SC4 (end September 2006),
with a couple of remaining issues (LFC, dCache) for which a production release of the corresponding software
was made within 2 weeks of the scheduled end of SC4. This provides a solid basis for consolidation and further
hardening.
The performance targets set for SC4 have not been fully met. The individual data transfer targets for each of the
Tier-1s was achieved, except in the case of NDGF, at some time during SC4, and the aggregate target of 1.6 GB/s
from CERN to the Tier-1s was met for a short period. However, the target of long-term stable transfers at this rate
to tape at the Tier1s was not demonstrated. Site reliability metrics were established in April and measured
throughout the period of SC4 for CERN and 9 Tier-1s (BNL and NDGF did not participate). The reliability of the 8
best sites in each of the three months of SC4 was 83%, 86% and 82% respectively, compared with a target of
88%. While there is some way to go in improving reliability, it should be noted that there were also difficulties with
the tests and the measurement system during this introductory period, which have now been resolved. The target
reliability was achieved, though only just, during November and December, the first two months of the production
LCG service.
The job reliability measurement system is under development and is being used within ATLAS and CMS as part of
the experiment dashboards for some of their workloads, but there was no overall measure of job reliability during
SC4.
Disk - tape transfers were performed as part of the ATLAS production exercise starting June 19 to all ATLAS Tier1
sites at the full nominal rates for ATLAS as defined at that time. This rate is roughly 780MB/s out of CERN, with
40% of this data going to tape at the Tier1 (corresponding to the fraction of the data for which that Tier1 has
custodial responsibility). Concurrent transfers from CMS were also performed during this period at roughly 25% of
the nominal rate for CMS (some 150MB/s out of CERN). LHCb transfers have since ramped up to the nominal
rates and ALICE has also demonstrated transfers at the rate expected for pp running, but a consolidated test of all
VOs simultaneously still has to be performed.
Distributed Database Deployment (3D) - All phase 1 Tier-1 sites are now in operation and use by the
experiments for the conditions databases is beginning. The system is also being used by LHCb for replication of
their LFC catalogue. All phase 2 sites (NDGF, NIKHEF/SARA, PIC and TRIUMF) are actively working on the
commissioning of the requested database setups, but these are not yet available for use by the experiments. At
TRIUMF and SARA database clusters have been setup and are currently being validated by the experiments. At
NDGF and PIC the cluster setup is still being performed and both sites risk not being ready in time for their
availability milestone at the end of March. All other sites have been tested by ATLAS and LHCb and reached the
replication rate estimated to be required for conditions data. The 3D streams monitoring setup has been put into
production since November last year and alerts experiment and site responsibles about operational problems. It
also provides graphical displays of the overall status of the database installations at all sites, which is now being
integrated into the experiment dashboards.
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The deployment of the initial Frontier/Squid system and the associated monitoring for CMS is complete and has
been successfully tested during the CSA06 activity with some 28 Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites.
Updates on the experiment resource requirements and an agreement on the database backup and security
policies have been prepared and are expected to be agreed at the database workshop on 26 January.
Applications Area: Two complete software configurations (LCG_46 and LCG_47) were made available during the
third quarter, including new releases of the ROOT, CORAL, POOL and COOL packages. A new release of Geant4
and a further ROOT release were made available at the end of the year. Version 8.2 of Geant4 includes
improvements in the standard electromagnetic physics such as multiple scattering, which provide improved results
for large angle scattering; better particle transport near geometry boundaries and less cut dependence for
sampling calorimeters. In the hadronic physics, coherent elastic scattering processes have been reviewed and
data tables are now computed in-flight. The physics lists are now built as part of the kernel libraries by default.
The Common Relation Abstract Layer (CORAL) has had its first release of authentication functionality based on
LFC and the Python API. The next version of the Conditions Database (COOL 2.0.0) is almost ready for release
and includes an API for the Record Specification and the port to AMD64 architecture. This new version is currently
being tested for integration by ATLAS and LHCb since it requires some changes in the DB schema and API.
The Generator services sub-project is being re-structured as a result of a number of concerns expressed by the
leading authors of MC generators. The project received the strong support from the experiments to continue under
its original mandate: to provide services for well-maintained repositories of MC generators on LCG-supported
platforms. The new project leader has prepared a detailed program of work for the MC Generator services subproject, which has been discussed and reviewed by all the stakeholders in a planning meeting at the end of
October. Rapid progress is currently being made to release all of the required generators in a new structure more
suited for the needs of the experiments.
PROOF development during the last half of 2006 was focused on providing the needed features for the ALICE
analysis use cases. The developments included an extensive monitoring facility to track performance on the
ALICE CERN Analysis Facility (CAF) cluster and to provide the infrastructure to run successfully the ALICE
analysis. ALICE measured a very satisfying speedup of the analysis with high cluster usage efficiency.
Responding to comments made by the internal reviewers concerning the significant effort devoted to a single
experiment discussions with other experiments to establish their interest and requirements have begun. New
plans are being made in the area of a PROOF-lite, which is aimed at using PROOF on single multi-core machines
and in helping CMS getting their environment PROOF enabled.

Grid Deployment: The service has continued to run uninterrupted, through the final phases of SC4 and into the
production service period, supporting ongoing MC productions by all of the experiments. In particular the service
continued over the Christmas holidays without significant interruption at most sites, and with continuous use by the
experiments. In particular ATLAS achieved very high overall work throughput.
There was a very close collaboration with CMS during the summer and the period of the CMS CSA06 exercise, to
identify and rapidly fix bugs and configuration problems affecting the stability and performance of the services that
they used. This involved sites, software developers and the service coordination staff and proved to be a
successful approach. Discussions have begun with ATLAS to organise a similar collaboration.

Three monitoring working groups have been proposed, agreed and started. These will try and address the various
aspects of monitoring with the goals of improving the overall reliability of the services, and providing more
complete information to the site administrators, service managers, and users. They are not development projects.
Developments of SAM have continued, completing more test functionality. The site availabilities and drill-downs
are now available in GridView.
The VOMS services are now in full production, the old ldap-based services have been closed in October as
scheduled. A security vulnerability in Torque which had been publicised by the Torque community was patched
and deployed rapidly to a large number of LCG sites without unduly disrupting the service.
A version of the xrootd implementation in DPM has been made available to ALICE for testing and evaluation.
Work on the xrootd interface for Castor, being developed by SLAC, has not progressed. In both of these cases it is
too early to make any formal commitments for long term support.
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Middleware: gLite-3.0 was deployed on schedule for the start of SC4. Subsequent releases (gLite-3.0.1, 3.0.2)
have been produced and deployed to address many issues and bug fixes. The model of updates for gLite has now
evolved to facilitate updates of individual components or services, and since gLite-3.0.2 there have been 11
updates (covering >100 patches). The updates are now very regular, and sites upgrade as needed, unless a patch
is signaled as critical.
The new Resource Broker (RB) has been shown to be capable of around 25-30K job submissions per day from a
single server. This is acceptable for CMS and probably for ATLAS, but needs to be further improved over the next
year. However the code is still not stable enough from a service manager or users point of view to be deployable
in full production. Work continues with the developers, ATLAS, CMS and the deployment team to debug the
problems.
A first version of FTS v2 (compatible with SRM v2.2 and 1.1) is being tested; the common rfio library is now used
in DPM and is being implemented by Castor to remove the current problem with two incompatible versions of the lib
The port to SL4 is still not progressing. The WN port (components built under SL3 and packaged for SL4) is availab
VDT and does not yet build fully. This issue has been raised with EGEE-JRA1 as a major problem.
Progress on testing the gLite CE is halted waiting for an updated version of Condor (VDT) that avoids the bug
limiting the number of jobs that can run on a site to 100.
There have been continuing delays in the testing and certification of new releases of the EGEE products. This was
studied in depth at an EGEE meeting in Bologna during the week of 15 January and a radical procedure has been
put in place to try to resolve the problems. The intention is to make a thorough examination of the code base with
a view to removing unnecessary dependencies and cleaning up sections of the code that cause build difficulties.
During this period most new development activity will be frozen and bug fixing priorities will be strictly controlled. A
management group has been identified led by the EGEE Technical Director to provide day to day management of
the process. While this attempt to solve a long-standing problem is certainly welcomed by LCG we will require
sensitivity to the needs of the LHC experiments during this critical period.

The progress on SRMv2.2 is much slower than anticipated. Test end-points for Castor, DPM, and dCache are
available, but not yet stable nor yet providing the full set of functionality agreed in the LCG SRM 2.2 MoU. It is
nevertheless hoped that we will be able to stabilise the situation and complete the basic test cycle within one to
two months. Following this each site has to understand how to map the storage classes for each experiment on to
its mass storage service. A group has been formed to help with this, but experiments and sites must collaborate
closely on getting this going before the end of September - or we will get caught up in the startup and have to fall
back to the more limited functionality of SRM 1.1.
Resource Coordination: The first version of the Megatable was made available at the end of 2006. This shows
the implications of the computing models and the resources planned at sites on relationships between the sites,
data transfer performance, and allocation of disk space to the different storage classes at each site. The table is
currently being reviewed by the sites and by the network experts. At the same time the experiments continue to
refine it as the understanding of their computing models develops.
Job Reliability Measurement: The work on job log processing to identify the reasons for job failure has made
good progress providing reports for the dashboards of CMS and ATLAS and for the daily grid operations service.
The dashboard work is now being adapted also for ALICE and LHCb. Although this only covers a subset of the
jobs submitted (where suitable job logs are available) it is proving to be very useful in identifying grid and site
problems. This does however require a concerted effort on the part of the experiments, the sites and software
developers to coordinate closely the work of homing in on problems and resolving them. To work efficiently it is
important that there is a formal support structure linking the experiment to the site, and in the case of the Tier-1s
experience shows that this requires someone within the experiment that works closely with the site. The job
reliability data will provide a useful metric of site and experiment reliability, but at this stage we need a major focus
on problem determination and follow up.
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The status of the main pieces of functionality still to be deployed that are required for the startup are:
• SRM v2.2 – Progress has not gone as fast as expected at the end of the 3rd quarter. While a revised plan is
being drawn up to achieve deployment of all three implementations (dCache, DPM and CASTOR) in time for the
experiment dress rehearsals, this is at best ambitious, as we are still in basic functional tests. It is therefore now
necessary to consider fallback options for the 2007 run.
• Job scheduling priority according to VOMS groups and roles – work on this is somewhat behind schedule, but it
is anticipated that it will be deployed at Tier-1 sites by the end of 1Q07.
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A version of the new EGEE Workload Management System has been deployed and is in use by some
experiments. The main limitations are expected to be resolved by the next release (v.3.1) which is having some
difficulty in getting through certification.
• Progress of the port of the gLite distribution to the SL(C)4 version of Linux has been delayed. This will have
implications for the deployment of the experiments’ application packages, in particular requiring the maintenance
of both SL3 and SL4 versions during at least the first half of the year.
• 3D services for Oracle – it is not yet clear if these can be implemented in time for the 2007 run at two of the sites
concerned (PIC, NDGF).
There is still concern over the schedule for connecting and testing the DAQ systems to the Tier-0. Although this is
technically outside the scope of the project it is clear that these connections may cause performance or other
problems for the Tier-0 operation.
Milestones Changes and Actions

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

Service Challenge 4
Report Period

Author Name
Jamie Shiers

2006 Q4
Status

Milestones for the Quarter
SC4-NW-6 31.07.06 Perform disk - tape

transfers to 6 Tier1
centres at full nominal
rates for the sum of the
VOs supported by the site
in question.

Comments
Considerable progress was made in both data rate and
stability, using experiment-driven transfers. Such
transfers much more accurately reflect real-life use
cases, as opposed to the pre-staged DTEAM driven
transfers. CMS were able to achieve good rates to all
of their sites, achieving more than the 150MB/s target
set for SC4 (the full nominal rate for CMS is 270MB/s,
without accelerator efficiency factored in). ALICE were
also able to demonstrate peak rates above the Heavy
Ion requirement, although service stability meant that
these values were not achieved over longer periods of
time. Combined transfers hinted at some coupling
between the activities of the different experiments, and
a programme to systematically debug such issues was
launched, initially with IN2P3 and subsequently
extended also to FZK and SARA. This work will be
reported on at the January WLCG Collaboration
workshop, but needs to be continued, extended to
other dCache sites and also repeated with CASTOR
sites.

Postponed
31.10.06

SC4-NW-7

Demonstrate stable disk- Partially
done - see
disk and disk-tape
comments.
transfers at full nominal
rates for pp running to the
majority of Tier1 sites,
using a combination of
experiment and DTEAM
driven transfers

The DTEAM resources at CERN were gradually
reduced during the SC4 service phase and finally
removed completely. DTEAM now uses the shared
public CASTOR2 instance. This, coupled with the
issues seen from multi-VO tests, meant that daily
averages of full nominal rates were not achieved.
However, it was understood as part of the LHCC
comprehensive review that such targets were almost
certainly overambitious and that more realistic values,
taking the latest Megatable numbers together with
some realistic accelerator efficiency factor for 2007/8,
should be established. Progress on FTS monitoring
helped to significantly improve the success rates of
transfers. This work will be extended in 2007, with the
view to ramping up the FTS service, including
source/destination storage issues, as rapidly as
possible. Netherless, it is understood that the service is
likely to need significant 'manual' effort, at least in 2007
and 2008.

SC4-SRV1

On-going
On a site-by-site basis,
agree a plan for obtaining
the required level of
service stability and data
rates, assuming that one
or more sites do not fully
meet the above targets.

The multi-VO tests with IN2P3, coupled with an
upgrade to dCache 1.7 plus fixes, have shown a
marked improvement in service stability. Multi-VO tests
will continue in Q1 2007 and be repeated in Q2 (using
SRM v2.2-based services), so as to be ready for
experiment 'dress reheasals' and other such exercises
by May/June.

Summary of Progress

All participating sites have shown peak rates that satisfy the full nominal pp values and / or the full
nominal Heavy Ion rates. Peak values of double or even triple those required have been seen, as well
as the proven ability to recover from backlogs.
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Outstanding Issues and Problems

The main service problems are still related to the storage systems at both ends, as well as to the
additional complexity of coupling additional and needed services.
The active participation of NDGF and US ALICE at an early stage is required, as experience shows
that debugging services is a lengthy and iterative process. Whilst the stability of the services involved
needs to be further improved, it is important not to forget that these data transfer activities must take
place in conjunction with experiment production work - it is not sufficient to demonstrate that individual
components work successfully, but rather the whole chain under realistic usage conditions. This is a
priority for 2007.
Milestones Changes and Actions
The target rates are based on the nominal rates in the so-called megatable. These numbers continue to be
discussed, including the input parameters (LHC operating efficiency and schedule, event sizes, trigger rates,
number of copies distributed - both for safety and due to partial reprocessing at the Tier0). It is clear that the
previous Service Challenge targets, in particular the goal of achieving twice nominal rates, were too high. The
current rates achieved are certainly more than sufficient for 2007 data taking. However, continued improvements
in service stability are clearly required in the longer term.
References and Hyperlinks

Status
Milestones for Next Quarter
Demonstrate Tier0-Tier1
data export at 65% of full
nominal rates per site
using experiment-driven
transfers.

Comments
Mixture of disk / tape endpoints as defined by
experiment computing models, i.e. 40% tape for
ATLAS; transfers driven by experiments
Period of at least one week; daily VO-averages may
vary (~normal)

Demonstrate Tier0-Tier1
data export at 50% of full
nominal rates (as above)
in conjunction with T1-T1 /
T1-T2 transfers

Inter-Tier transfer targets taken from ATLAS DDM
tests / CSA06 targets

Demonstrate Tier0-Tier1
data export at 35% of full
nominal rates (as above)
in conjunction with T1-T1 /
T1-T2 transfers and Grid
production at Tier1s

Each file transferred is read at least once by a Grid job
Some explicit targets for WMS at each Tier1 need to
be derived from above

Provide SRM v2.2
endpoint(s) that
implement(s) all methods
defined in SRM v2.2
MoU, all critical methods
pass tests

See attached list; Levels of success: threshold,
pass, success, (cum laude)

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
27.1.2007

ASGC
Report Period

Author Name
Jason Shih

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
CPU
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
ASGC-29 30.02.07 split fts channels into two different servers
delay
ID

Date

Comments
experiement users need separate
channel on different box to avoid
interferrence from other transfer
activities (comment 10)
to save management effort, we're
planning to merge two different castor
fabrics together.

ASGC-31 30.02.07

production/SC CASTOR merged

delay

ASGC-41 30.12.06

360TB storage procurement

done

procurement of new raid subssytem
have been completed late in Dec, and
delivery first week of Feb. all storage
system will then be added into new
Castor V2 fabrics.

ASGC-42 30.12.06

470kSI2k procurement

done

blade system procurement, with new
HS21 Xeon 5130 have been complete
3rd week of Dec., and plan to be
installed end of Jan., new CE will be
added to handel the new computing
pool, providing 490ksi2k. (correct:
action item have wrong spec int
estimation).

ASGC-43 15.12.06

glite CE installation

delay

glite CE implementation have been
postponed, till late of Jan, after new
blade system ready and another CE up
and functional well

ASGC-44 10.01.07

migration of oracle RAC for 3D experiment

done

original RAC have been migrated into
blade system, comparing with old dual
core servers that we're suffering from
abnormal power management issue
via IPMI protocols.

ASGC-45 15.02.07 performance and stability validation with new

gional centers and Tier2

ASGC-46 30.03.07

new data center construction

in
have been delay due to the
progress earthquake in Taiwan, majority of the
submarine cables are broken now.
in
the design planning wss delay at
progress beginning, and plan to complete in first
quarter of 2007.

Summary of Progress
Core Services:
splitting the fts channels have been delayed due to the consideration of internal stress testing via new castor v2
fabrics, and this help identifying if different VO have to own dedicated physical servers for the transfer services.
Storage:
Integration of production snd SC castor was delayed to the implementation of new castor v2 start only from mid of
Jan, and we could only merge the content of catalogue into same oracle RAC database for stager and the name
services. we plan to do this after preliminary of c2 services ready.
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Database:
The purpose for migrating the 3D RAC services to new blade center is because we're suffering from the abnormal
functionality of IPMI since RAC require also the private channel to communicate with other RAC nodes, however,
on previous RAC cluster, base on IBM 306m 1u server, they combine also the IPMI management port with one of
the GE port, and we couldnt deal with remote power management once the kernel panic. Migration from 1u to
blade system provide also the challenge for operating RAC on EMT64 arch for Oracle RAC, that we dont have
experiences of implementation before.
VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
VO
Status
Comments
ALICE
ATLAS

done

vobox for ddm services of atlas already deployed earlier last year. (2006 Q2)

CMS
LHCb

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
CPU

Disk

N=>Disk

Tape

N=>Tape

(kSI2K)

(TB)

(MB/sec)

(TB)

(MB/sec)

918

427

100

240

75

Comments

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions
References and Hyperlinks
New Milestones Proposed
CPU
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
ASGC-47 10.1.07
in progress
deploy new Castor V2 environment
ID

Date

ASGC-46 14.1.07

glite WMS installation

in
progress

ASGC-48 15.2.07

migration of Castor V1 to new V2 fabrics

in progress

ASGC-49 14.1.07

migration of LFC catalogue from mysql to
Oracle

in
progress

ASGC-50 30.09.07

24x7 monitoring and support operation

in progress Development of new service plugins

for the site monitoring system and
integration with notification and asset
management system.
ASGC-51 30.03.07

24x7 support scenarios verified and tested

in progress First phase will start 24x7 on-call Grid

engineer rotation. Later this year
technicians will be hired to extend onsite coverage to weekends.
ASGC-52 15.01.07

Job priority implementation

ASGC-53 15.01.07

done

this have been done since 4th quarter
of 2006, due to basic requirement for
CMS CSA06 as well as running Atlas
production jobs

done

the settings was part of the LCG
configuration, and system by default
will parse the GK logfile, as well as
batch system logfiles and update the
new accounting information into local
RGMA server.

Automatic Accounting
Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

CC-IN2P3
Report Period

Author Name
Fabio Hernandez

2006 Q4
ID
IN-06-10

Date

CPU
(kSI2K)
31.05.06
800

Milestones for the Quarter
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status
(TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
Complete
400

15.07.06

IN-06-18

30.06.06
Improve monitoring of the site's grid
31.12.06 services and progressively integrate them

Ongoing

This task is still ongoing and will
lremain so until at least the end of
the 2nd quarter 2007. Although
some progress have been made for
improving the operations of critical
grid services like FTS and SRM,
there are still some other services
that have to be better integrated
into normal operations.

Complete

Additional disk storage capacity
have been added in november and
december 2006, according to the
experiment's requirements. More
capacity will be installed as required
by the LHC experiments.

Complete

The works for upgrading the
marchine room electric power
supply and the cooling capacity
started in june 2006. They are on
schedule and will last until end of
march 2007.

Complete

See comments for milestones IN-0610 and IN-06-11.

into the existing operational procedures
for 24x7 service of the whole site.

300

The compute capacity of the site
was increased between the 3rd and
4th quarters of 2006.

IN-06-11

30.06.06
30.09.06

IN-06-9

31.05,06
31.12.06

IN-06-Q3-7

15.09.06

IN-06-Q3-5

30.06.06 First slice of the purchased additional disk
15.09.06
storage capacity operational.
31.12.06

Complete

Due to delivery delays, this
milestone was rescheduled for the
4th quarter.

IN-06-Q3-8

30.09.06

Second slice of the purchased additional
disk storage capacity operational.

Complete

See comments for milestone IN-0611.

IN-06-Q3-15

30.09.06

Deployment of tools for operation of
dCache started.

Complete

Some in-house tools have been
developed and put in production for
improving the operations of the
dCache/SRM and FTS systems.
This includes tools to detect the
impact of dCache errors in the FTSmanaged file tranfers, some scripts
for easing the administration of the
FTS channels (keeping a history of
the actions on the channel and
notifying other endpoint's
managers). In addition, an initial
version of a knowledge base is
being populated to record the most
frequent dCache and FTS errors
and the actions to be taken when
they occur. More work is needed in
this latter point.

Works for upgrading machine room
cooling started.

1170

300
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IN-06-Q4-1

01.10.06

Begin new cartridge library/tape drives
formal procurement process

Complete

The formal process for selecting the
new tape-based storage hardware
is finished.

IN-06-Q4-2

31.12.06

Tier-1 grid services fully integrated into
the existing 24x7 operational procedures

Ongoing

See comments for milestone IN-0618.

IN-06-Q4-3

31.12.06

IN-06-Q4-4

31.10.06

Works for upgrading machine room
power and cooling completed.
Upgrade the FTS server and install the
most recent release of FTS software.

IN-06-Q4-5

30.11.06
30.03.07

IN-06-Q4-6

15.12.06
30.03.07

Migration of LFC service to the Oracle
10g cluster performed.

IN-06-Q4-7

31.12.06

All pre-production services will run on
virtual machines.

IN-06-Q4-8

15.12.06
23.03.07

Configuration of the dCache database
modified for improving operation.

15.12.06

Initial version of BQS-backed gLite CE
ready for testing

IN-06-Q4-9

Complete

These works may last until late
january or mid-february.
The hardware for the FTS service
was replaced by a more powerful
one on 25/10/2006. In addition, the
most recent stable version of the
FTS sofware was installed.

Perform a new campaing of data transfer Rescheduled This task had been postponed for
the first quarter 2007 for manpower
tests with the upgraded FTS service and
availability reasons.
compare results with previous tests.
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Rescheduled Currently, the LFC service is

backed by a MySQL database. We
plan to migrate it to an Oracle
database. This task had been
postponed for the first quarter 2007
for manpower availability reasons.
Ongoing

Some experience have been
acquired on running some grid
services on virtual machines (FTS,
LCF, CE, WMS) under certain
circumstances. In the case of FTS
and LFC, this have been tested
during the shutdown of the site on
15-18/12/2006 to keep those vital
services operational. We plan to
extend this to other test and preproduction-level grid services.

Rescheduled The initially planned work on the

dCache databases is still needed
but the planned solution is no
longer appropriate due to the
modifications in the usage of
databases with the latest version of
dCache already deployed. See
comments for milestone IN-06-Q411.
Ongoing

A CREAM-based environment is in
place for developing the BQSbacked gLite CE. This ongoing
work is being performed so that it
can be used by both a BLAH-based
and a CREAM-based gLite CE.
Initial internal tests are encouraging
but more work is needed. An initial
version for more extensive testing is
expected to be ready by the end of
1Q2007.
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IN-06-Q4-12

18.12.06

The call for tenders for tape-based
storage hardware is over and the provider
is selected.

Complete

The new hardware will be installed
during the 1st and 2nd half of 2007.
More tape-based storage capacity
will be progressively added.

IN-06-Q4-10

31.12.06

dcache v1.7 deployed.

Complete

The dCache v1.7 version was
installed on 20/11/2006 which
caused several stability problems.
After applying several patches (the
latest one on 09/01/2007) the
service shows an improvement over
the initial very bad situation in which
dCache/SRM daemons were very
frequently overloaded and blocked,
there is still no evidence that the
current configuration will be able to
cope to the foreseen workload.
Some workload tests are to be
performed before the end of january
2007.

IN-06-Q4-11

31.12.06

Hardware configuration for the Oracle
cluster upgraded.

Ongoing

More hardware for the Oracle
cluster has been added, for a total
of 5 machines. After some initial
problems solved, the Oracle
reconfiguration is ongoing and is
expected to be finished by the end
of Januray 2007. We will then have
2 dedicated machines for the LCG
databases connected to an
extensible SAN-based disk
infrastructure.

IN-06-Q4-13

29.11.06

Ticket tracking system replaced

Complete

A xoops/xhelp based ticket tracking
system has been put in production.
Testing the interface with GGUS
remains to be done. The amount of
work necessary to get this done still
needs to be quantified.

Summary of Progress
A significant milestone in the project for upgrading the power and cooling capacity of the machine room has been
achieved during this quarter: the complete shutdown of the site from December 15th to 18th was performed as
planned. Some critical services (FTS, LFC, Oracle data bases, etc.) was kept in production by some means
specially set up for this operation. Some of the grid services was maintained in operation on virtual machines and
the procedures for switch over forth and back are now well known.
VO
ALICE

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Comments
Status
In Operation

ATLAS

In Operation

CMS

In Operation

LHCb

In Operation

CPU
(kSI2K)
1170

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Comments
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
180
200
535
150
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Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The main issue during this quarter was the consequences of the upgrade to dCache v1.7 which caused a lot of
instability and unavailability of the site's SRM service: under load, the service was progressively overloaded and
eventually blocked. This badly impacted the file transfer of several experiments. Support from the dCache and
SRM developers team was very good but this incident shows a clear need of appropriate ways for testing critical
grid components under real load before putting them in production.
Milestones for Next Quarter
CPU
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
IN-07-Q1-01 22.02.07 An assesment of the status of integration
of the critical site grid services to the site
normal operations will be finished
ID

Date

IN-07-Q1-02

22.03.07

The new tape library hardware installed
and initial integration tests performed.

IN-07-Q1-03

25.03.07

Initial versions of tools for operating
dCache at different levels (operator,
administrator, on-call) deployed

IN-07-Q1-04

30.03.07

When applicable, the hardware for grid
services (pre-production, internal testing,
production) upgraded by more recent and
powerful one or by virtual machines.

IN-07-Q1-05

30.03.07

Internal tests of HPSS v6 performed.

IN-07-Q1-06

25.01.07

Evaluation process for compute nodes
completed

IN-07-Q1-07

30.01.07

Formal process for the procurement of
computed nodes launched.

IN-07-Q1-08

01.03.07

Formal process for the procurement of
disk servers launched.

IN-07-Q1-09

30.03.07

The accounting records for non-grid jobs
will be automatically sent to the APPEL
repository.

IN-07-Q1-10

30.04.07

A mechanism for assigning priorities to
the execution of grid jobs based on
VOMS groups/roles in place

IN-07-Q1-11

15.06.07

Call for tenders for the compute nodes
finished. Provider selected.

IN-07-Q1-12

15.07.07

Call for tenders for the disk servers
finished. Provider selected.
Comments and Additional Information
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Comments

This new version of HPSS is
necessary for the operation of the
new selected tape library.

Currently, only the accounted
records of the grid jobs are
automatically sent to the APPEL
repository.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

CERN

Author Name
Bernd Panzer-Steindel

Report Period

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
DR-8

Status
DATA RECORDING

30.09.06 1.6 GB/s data recording

fulfilled 30

October
demonstration at CERN
Data generator >> disk >> tape
sustaining 1.6 GB/s for one week using
the CASTOR 2 mass storage system and
the new tape equipment. This is the
internal milestone for DRC4.

Comments
We have shown up to 2 GB/s tape writing
through CASTOR already in May in a
dedicated data challenge environment and
in October we reached up to 1.5 GB/s
during the concurrent data challenges of
ALICE, ATLAS and CMS for more than a
week.
All new tape equipment is in production
since ~June 2006. The overall (hardware
+ software) performance of the system is
understood and the limitations are coming
from the still immature load-balancing and
scheduling system in CASTOR. This will
be fixed in the near future. The tests so far
have given us full confidence in the tape
system.

CASTOR 2
DR-9

delivery of Details about the new planning and status
31.01.06 Castor 2 with SRM 2.1 available for
2.2 and not can be found here
(2.1)
installation on sites outside CERN
31.11.06
:http://agenda.cern.ch/askArchive.php?bas
This requires the sites running Castor to 2.1
(2.2)
e=agenda&categ=a057132&id=a057132s

plan the migration to Castor 2

5t16%2Ftransparencies%2FSRM-v22ML.ppt Part of this new planning is the
delivery of version 2.2 and not anymore
2.1

The version of SRM to deliver is 2.2
not 2.1 anymore
DAQ - TIER 0 - TIER 1
DTT-1

31.01.06 Architecture and Plan for the DAQ –
31.12.06 Tier-0 Integration and Testing

cancelled

Document providing:
1. a detailed architecture for the
integration of the four DAQ systems with
the Tier-0 facility in the Computer Centre
2. implementation plan
3. testing plan with milestones to
demonstrate nominal LHC data rates by
end December 2006 and full operational
capability by end April 2007.

After some iterations with the 4
experiments the architectures and the
different plans have been collected in the
following web page :
https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/D
aqTierZeroTierOnePlanning
but
the fine grain details are still to be sorted
out.
In short :

ALICE: DAQ T0 has been tested with the full data rate, the offline data flow was not included
ATLAS: has test the chain emulated-DAQ T0 T1 with nominal speed and the full offline
chain, including data base access T0 T1 was only at the 50 % nominal speed level and no
real DAQ accessThe next tests including the missing features are planned fro February and
June
CMS: first test of the T0 T1 part including the full T0 software setup at the 25-50% nominal
speed level integration of DAQ and moving to 50-75% speed is planned , but no details yet
LHCb: DAQ T0 tests planned for March 2007 , offline integration not clear yet
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DTT-2

31.01.06 Testing Plan for the end-to-end DAQ – cancelled
31.12.06 Tier-0 – Tier-1 system

see previous comment for milestone DTT1

1. testing plan with milestones to
demonstrate full data path from DAQ to
Tier-0, recording on tape, reconstruction,
distribution to Tier-1s, recording on tape
at Tier-1s
2. by end July 2006 – at least 2
experiments each with at least 3 Tier-1s
(Level 1 milestone), 200 MB/sec
aggregate throughput (should include the
conditions database)
3. by end Feb 2007 – all Tier-1s, full
functionality and nominal data rates (see
Figure 3). By this time the conditions
database must be included
DTT-3

30.04.06 ALICE DC at 1 GB/s
30.06.06 Run the ALICE DC at 1 GB/s in ROOT

finished 20
December

format and with the ALICE DAQ at Point
2. 1 GB/s is the average over one week
measured as the input data rate into the
Castor managed disk pool (consistent
with the tape data rate). There are at
most 4 periods of a maximum of 12
hours where the average data rate is
below 1 GB/s and at the minimum of 800
MB/s.

The ALICE DC VII started in October and
reached the first 1 GB/s milestone in the middle
of November, running for 1 week at an average
of 1 GB/s from point 5 into a CASTOR disk pool
in the center and than to tape. During this part
the data were generated in memory at point 5.
Only in the beginning of December the full ALICE
DAQ setup was ready (event building and
buffering at a local disk buffer using a shared file
system). The data transferred continued with this
new setup but fell short of the 1 GB/s due to
problems on both sides (DAQ and CASTOR).
The average for a full week was about 800 MB/s.
The DC was running in total for about 3 month
with normal service support from IT, not a
dedicated data challenge effort.

TAPE EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION
TAPE-3 30.11.06 Acquisition of start-up tape equipment 18.10.2006 twas agrred in the october finance
done
committee
agreed by Finance Committee

COMPUTER CENTRE
essentially
complete

CC-2

31.05.06 Cooling and ventilation upgrade
30.11.06 complete
30.04.07

CC-5

01.01.07 Definition and planning of the operational

coverage
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The new cooling and ventilation system is
in operation with automation allowing
remote monitoring. The only outstanding
item with a potential impact on the centre's
ability to support the required equipment
load is the completion of some additional
ducting, expected to be finished by
30/04/07

CERN has a 24x7 operator presence and
a 24x7 piquet service capable of resolving
most routine problems. This coverage is
operational and shown to be capable of
supporting the services during CERN's
Christmas shutdown. Engineer level
coverage is only available on a best efforts
basis out of working hours at present, but
a proposal to improve this coverage will be
presented to CERN management in
February.
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PROCESSOR AND DISK ACQUISITION
ID

Date

CPU

Disk

(kSI2K
)
MOU-1 01.07.0 2400+
6
1000

WAN= Tape WAN=
>Disk
>Tape
(TB) (MB/se (TB) (MB/se
c)
c)
230+ 1600 1500+0 800
540

ACQ-2 15.09.0 2400+
1000
6

230+
540

1550+0

from WLCG MoU
do not edit
the acquisition of the extra 1000 KSI2000
was delayed and cut due to budget
constraints. After the late delivery
hardware problems were found and thus

Summary of Progress
The data challenges in October/November of ATLAS, CMS and ALICE were quite successful in testing the data
flow chain , performance, reliability and the software stack. In the fabric area the tape system acquisition was
finished and the planned upgrade of the silos started.
The move to SLC4 was delayed due to certification delays in the worker node middleware, first capacity was
provided in December.
The final steps of the computer center electricity upgrade to the 2.5 MW UPS was delayed until the end of
January. The hardware delivery, installation and verification of the 2007 CPU and disk resources started already in
December and the new capacity will be available in March 2007.
A paper has been produced to highlight the future cooling and electricity needs of the computer center. The
problem will start in 2009/2010.

VO
ALICE

Status
ok

ATLAS

ok

CMS

ok

LHCb

ok

CPU

Disk

(kSI2K)

(TB)

N=>Dis
k
(MB/sec

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Comments

Tape
(TB)

e
(MB/sec
)

1550

2000

)

2400

770

1600

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
N=>Tap
Comments

the resource usage during 2006 and the planning for 2007 is
summarized in the following document :
https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/DaqTierZeroTierOnePlanning/Curr
ent_computing_resource_status_and_planning_for_2007.doc

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
There has been some progress in the area of the DAQ T0 coupling. ALICE has now demonstrated successfully
this data flow part and there are now plans under discussion with the other three experiments. On
recommandation from the reviewers the two milestones concerning the T0-DAQ coupling (DTT-1 and DTT-2) are
cancelled. All 4 experiments have now plans to test the DAQ-T0 chain which can be seen from te presentations in
the WLCG workshop (22-26 January 2007).

Milestones Changes and Actions
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References and Hyperlinks

https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/DaqTierZeroTierOnePlanning
https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/DaqTierZeroTierOnePlanning/Current_computing_resource_statu
s_and_planning_for_2007.doc
http://agenda.cern.ch/askArchive.php?base=agenda&categ=a057132&id=a057132s5t16%2Ftranspare
ncies%2FSRM-v22-ML.ppt

ID

Date

CPU

Disk

(kSI2K
)

(TB)

New Milestones Proposed
N=>Di Tape N=>Ta Status
sk
pe
(MB/se
(TB) (MB/se
c)
c)

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

FZK / GridKa
Report Period

Author Name
Holger Marten

2006 Q4
ID

Date

CPU
(kSI2K)

Disk
(TB)

01.01.06

OPN-2

31.03.06

MOU-1

01.04.06

SC4-4

31.05.06

MOU-1

01.07.06

GK-06-18

31.07.06
31.12.06
31.03.07

Milestones for the Quarter
N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
150

Tier-0/1 high performance network operational

1030

280

200

393

200

Status

Comments

done

Done with delay caused
by network provider in
July. See GK-06-09.

moved to from WLCG MoU
01.07.06 do not edit

SC4: Start of stable service phase
1030

280

200

393

Level 1
from WLCG MoU
do not edit

200

Analysis & classification of Tier-1 services
concerning 24x7 availability and system stability
available for GridKa

in progress Work in progress but end
new date date of the milestone
31.03.07 delayed. Needs further

input from the storage
working group concerning
implementation of storage
classes and access
methods.
GK-06-20

30.09.06
31.12.06

DBS-8

30.09.06

GK-06-21

30.09.06

SC4-5
DBS-1
IS-1
GK-06-22

30.09.06
30.09.06
30.09.06
Oct 06

SC4: Successful completion of service phase
Full LHC database service in place
Initial LHC service in operation
Delivery, installation and test of tape robot for
2007+

GK-06-23

Oct 06

GK-06-28

31.10.06
28.02.07

Discussions with FZK administration concerning
24x7 operations cost, contracts etc.
GridKa - SARA/NIKHEF T1-T1 WAN connection
operational

Concept for 24x7 operations (on-call services,
shifts) available for GridKa
Full Database service in place - milestone for all
Tier-1 sites
Full Database services in place at GridKa

done

see progress summary
below
Level 1

done

Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
done
addtional 10 LTO3 drives
and 300 TB media (total
available 950 TB)
done
see progress summary
below
in porgress see progress summary
new date below
28.2.07

GK-06-29

31.10.06
08.01.07

Upgrade to dCache v1.6.6.5 or 1.7.0

GK-06-30

31.10.06

done

GK-06-24

Nov-06

Procurement of LAN active components for 2007
started
Concept for for 24x7 operations discussion in
GridKa OverView Board

GK-06-25

Nov-06

Delivery of racks for hardware 2007; installation
for chilled water and electricity

done
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delayed
new date
done

done

Delayed due to stability
issues of the dCache SRM
implementation of v1.7.0
found in IN2P3. Update
done on Jan-08-2007

see progress summary
below
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GK-06-26

Dec 06
31.01.07

Installation of LAN cabeling for hardware 2007

GK-06-31

31.12.06
30.04.07

GridKa - IN2P3 T1-T1 WAN connection
operational

GK-06-32

31.12.06

site contact for experiments defined

GK-06-33

31.12.06
30.06.07

24x7 monitoring complete and operational

in progress
new date
31.01.07
new date see progress summary
30.4.07
below

waiting for cost information
done
in progress see progress summary
new date below
30.06.07

Summary of Progress
WAN/OPN connections
(milestones GK-06-28, 06-31, 07-6)
A contract with the German Network Provider DFN has been signed to operate the following network connections
(current status given in braces):
GridKa - CERN (T0) 10 Gbps (in production)
GridKa - T2s 10 Gbps Internet (in production)
GridKa - INFN (T1) 10 Gbps (lightpath active; layer-3 routing still pending)
GridKa - SARA/NIKHEF (T1) 10 Gbps (lightpath active; layer-3 routing still pending; milestone GK-06-28)
GridKa - Czech T2 1 Gbps dedicated to Prague via Geant2 (in production)
GridKa - Polish T2s 1 Gbps dedicated Cross Border (in production)
Plans for an additional OPN backup link to CERN have been rejected (milestone GK-07-6). Instead, the above
T1 connections will be designed as redundancy links to CERN.
An additional link from GridKa to IN2P3 (milestone GK-06-31) is waiting for information on cost.
CPUs
GridKa is running at full MoU capacity 2006 since mid of August 2007.
Disk
Disk for MoU capacity 2006 is available, configured and tested, and 235 TB are allocated. Roll-out of the remaing
45 TB is done according to experiment priorities defined by the GridKa Technical Advisory Board.
Tape
MoU capacity 2006 completed in April 2006.
Database Services
Complete and operational since September 2006.
FTS
The following connections have been set up and tested:
GridKa - T0: with CERN
GridKa - T1: with BNL, FNAL, IN2P3, INFN, NDGF, PIC, RAL, SARA/NIKHEF, TAIWAN, TRIUMF
GridKa - T2: with CSCS, CYFRONET, DESY, DESYZN, FZU, GSI, ITEP, IHEP, JINR, PNPI, POZNAN,
PRAGUE, RRCKI, RWTHAACHEN, SINP, SPBSU, TROITSKINR, UNIFREIBURG, UNIWUPPERTAL
The following transfer rates have been reached for simultaneous data import to GridKa disks and tapes:
436 MB/s average over 8 hours on 14.11.2006
477 MB/s average over 1 hour on 15.11.2006
24x7 Operations
(milestones GK-06-20, 06-23, 06-24, 06-33, 07-8)
A concept for 24x7 operations has been defined, and cost estimates have been presented to and approved by
the GridKa OverView Board on November 17, 2006. A 2-step procedures is foreseen that consists of:
Until about June 2007 (GK-06-33 and 07-8 rescheduled):
1.1 Improve the 24x7 monitoring and operational procedures tp prepare 3 on-call circles for networking, storage
and middleware services, respectively.
1.2 Operators on-duty covering weekend and holiday periods with operations on a very basic level to test and
improve methods in 1.1. under realsitic conditions.
From July onwards:
2.1 Ramp up with on-call services for operations.
2.2 24x7 operations implemented by end of September 2007 (new milestone GK-07-17).
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VO
ALICE

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Status
Comments
installed
glite 3.0

ATLAS

installed

glite 3.0

CMS

installed

PhEDEX up and running; migration of DB proxy to new hardware
under discussion for beginning of next year

LHCb

installed

Core software installed by GridKa, rest by LHCb

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
CPU
(kSI2K)
1030

Disk
N=>Disk
(TB)
(MB/sec)
235 (280)
200

Tape
(TB)
395

N=>Tape
Comments
(MB/sec)
200
Availability is interpreted as allocated and usable by the
VOs in the sense of the monthly accounting reports.
For disk, the installed capacity (in the sense of the
accounting reports) is equal to the MoU capacity 2006 of
280 TB.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
MoU quantities and experiment requirements
Updated experiment requirements for GridKa in 2007 don't conform any more with MoU quantities.

Changed Milestones
GK-06-18 classification of systems concerning 24x7 availability; rescheduled
GK-06-26 Installation of LAN cabeling; rescheduled
GK-06-28 GridKa - SARA/NIKHEF WAN connection; rescheduled
GK-06-29 dCache upgrade to v1.7.0; rescheduled
GK-06-31 GridKa - IN2P3 WAN connection; waiting for cost information; rescheduled
GK-06-33 24x7 monitoring complete; rescheduled
GK-07-6 GridKa - CERN backup link; removed
GK-07-8 24x7 scenarios verified and operational; rescheduled
Added Milestones
GK-07-10 FTS 2.0 installed
GK-07-11 Definition and setup of missing transfer channels
GK-07-12 SRM 2.2 and dCache installation completed
GK-07-13 Storage classes implemented
GK-07-14 Mapping of job priorities on the batch software installed
GK-07-15 Transfer channles tested to all Tier-1s and Tier-2s
GK-07-16 Configuration and maintenance of the job priorities implemented as defined by the VOs
GK-07-17 Full 24x7 operations in place
GK-07-18 Automatic CPU accounting through APEL implemented
GK-07-19 Job priority mechanisms for groups/roles implemented in PBSPro
References and Hyperlinks

ID

Date

GK-07-1

Jan-07

GK-07-18

31.01.07

GK-07-2

Feb-07

Milestones for Next Quarter
CPU
Disk WAN=>Disk Tape WAN=>Tap
(kSI2K)
(TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
LAN active components: delivery, installation and
tests
Automatic CPU accounting through APEL
implemented
CPU: delivery, installation, configuration

GK-07-3

Feb-07

Disk: delivery, installation, configuration

GK-07-10

28.02.07

FTS 2.0 installed
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Status

Comments
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GK-07-11

15.03.07

Definition and setup of missing transfer channels

GK-07-12

31.03.07

SRM 2.2 and dCache installation completed

GK-07-4

31.03.07

New LAN, CPU and tape hardware components
tested and operational to be delivered to users.

GK-07-19

31.03.07

GK-07-5

01.04.07

Job priorities for groups/roles implemented in
PBSPro
1864
280
1007

GK-07-13

30.04.07

Storage classes implemented

GK-07-14

30.04.07

Mapping of job priorities on the batch software
installed

GK-07-6

30.06.07

CERN - GridKa (T0-T1) OPN backup link
operational

removed

GK-07-8

31.03.07
30.06.07

24x7 operation scenarios verified, tested and
operational

new date
30.06.07

GK-07-9

30.06.07

gLite CE installed and tested

gLite CE hasn't yet been
tested by developers;
currently no better time
scales available

GK-07-15

30.06.07

Transfer channles tested to all Tier-1s and Tier-2s

Done for all Tier-1s;
remaining work depends on
readyness of Tier-2s;
currently no better date
available

GK-07-16

30.06.07

Configuration and maintenance of the job
priorities implemented as defined by the VOs

01.07.07

2010

910

GK-07-7

01.07.07

1864

878

GK-07-10

30.09.07

1050
400

1007

CPU and Tape complete
and operational according
to updated experiment
requirements.

see progress summary
above

planned to be pledged
(WLCG MoU)
400

All 2007 resources
according to updated
experiment requirements
complete and operational.

Full 24x7 operations in place

Comments and Additional Information
"Capacity available at the end of the quarter" needs a more clear definition. See our proposal in the respective
comments.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

INFN
Report Period

Author Name
Luca dell'Agnello, Tiziana Ferrari

2006 Q4

Milestones for the Quarter
ID
CN-06-15
CN-06-16

Date

CPU
(kSI2K)

Disk
(TB)

N=>Disk
(MB/sec)

Tape
(TB)

N=>Tape
(MB/sec)

Status

16.06.06 configuration of all T1-T1 FTS channels for
30.06.06 ATLAS
Implementation of CNAF-FZK backup

Comments

rescheduled since the link is up but
the routing has not been yet
configured (see also CN-06-23)

connection via cross-border fibres, involving
GARR, DFN and SWITCH
CN-06-18

30.06.06 Testing of new StoRM features

a new release compliant with srm 2.2
specifications will be tested. (see CN06-27)

MOU-1

01.07.06

CN-06-21
CN-06-22

30.09.06
31.10.06

from WLCG MoU
do not edit

CN-06-23

31.10.06

CN-06-23
CN-06-27

1800
min
2000
max
2300

850
200
850
200
LCG3d service in production
approx
200
450 TB depend
s on the
350 TB MB/s
number
of STK
9940B
to be
purchas
ed

Network: 10 GEthernet CNAF to/from INFN
Tier2 2
31.08.06
Implementation of routing on CNAF-FZK
09.01.07
backup link
30.09.06
tests with StoRM
31.12.06

CN-06-30

30.09.06

CN-06-32 30.09.06
31.12.06

tests with Gpbox ( INFN development)

approx
450 TB

200
MB/s

done

the general pourpose link to GARR
network has been upgraded
done
the link is up, and the routing has
been configured
on going a new release compliant with srm 2.2
specifications has been implemented
and will be completed with all methods
requested by the WLCG agreement. A
testbed for interoperability tests, in the
framework of SRM wg, have been
installed and the test activity on it wil
evolve in stress test transfers involving
also VOs. At the same time a
preproduction testbed, mainly for nonLHC experiments (e.g. CDF) will be
installed and tested in pre-production.
This activity will continue at least until
end of Q1 2007
reschedule this task has been rescheduled due to
d
other priorities
on going

new disk (400 TB) in production

1450

additional 400 TB (approx 300 TB for
LHC) assuming it is entirely used for
Castor front-end; addition of 1500
kSI2K (not entirely dedicated to LHC
experiments, share being defined)

450 TB

depends on the
number of STK
9940B to be
purchased
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the delivery of hardware has been
delayed to end of October. Hence we
foresee to have the new storage in
production next November. (see CN06-39)
The delivery of additional 400 TB
(approx 300 TB for LHC) has been
delayed (see CN-06-40). The new
CPU provisioning is foreseen to be
fully in place during Q1 2007 (see CN06-47).
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CN-06-33 31.10.06

complete phase-out of LCG 2.7 on farm

done

CN-06-34 31.10.063 24x7 Site Procedures and Concepts
1.12.06
Defined and Documented

on going

CN-06-35 31.10.06

FTS monitoring tool available

done

CN-06-36 31.10.06

tender for WN assistance

done

CN-06-37 15.11.063 installation of LEMON monitoring tool both on going
1.12.06
for farm, storage (CASTOR and GPFS) and

db.

CN-06-38 15.11.061 new disk for db back-end for 3D (17 TB FC
0.02.07
technology) in production

LCG 2.7 is still installed on one CE
(CMS request)
we have implemented 24x7 support
for emergency and infrastructure
problems, but we still need to
document and organize the technical
24x7 support for grid services and
farming issues. We foresee to
complete it at the end of Q1 2007

http://argus.cnaf.infn.it/fts/indexFTS.php

the basic installation is completed but
this task will remain open until the end
of February to complete the
configuration and to write new sensors
or modify existent ones.

reschedule this task has been rescheduled to the
d
first hasl of February due to delay in

delivery of various components of the
hw.
CN-06-39 30.11.06

24x7 Monitoring and Support Operational

canceled

this task was merged with task CN-0634

CN-06-40 30.11.061 new disk tender (400 TB raw) in production
This task has been rescheduled to the
reschedule middle of February due to low
5.02.07
d
performances registered during the

validation tests. The vendor is going to
provide an additional controller in
order to balance the load of the
storage and hence higher the
throughput.
CN-06-41 30.11.06

done
a small tender to buy hw is foreseen at
increase of number of disk servers for
the end of October
CASTOR
CN-06-42 30.11.063 deployment for production of new dedicated reschedule This task has been rescheduled due
1.03.07
to delay in hw delivery (see CN-06hw for db services (including 3D services) d
38). We foresee to finalize the
consolidation on Oracle clusters of
LFC, FTS and the 3d services at the
end of Q1 2007
CN-06-43 30.11.06 tender for high density CPU racks started
on going

CN-06-44 30.11.06

canceled

this task has been canceled

implementation of prototypical accounting
for storage on group basis
CN-06-45 30.11.06

CN-06-46 15.12.06

done

User and resource accounting based on
DGAS in production
CPU tender (800 KSI2k) completed

done

we foresee to have the new CPU
(1500 KSI2K) in production March
2007
CN-06-47 30.11.063 24x7 Support Scenarios Verified and Tested reschedule this task has been reschudeled to the
d
1.03.07
end of Q12007.
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CN-06-48 31.12.06

Upgrade of GPFS to 3.1 release

CN-06-49 31.12.063 additional chiller installed and new electric
1.03.07
plant in preparation of next year

done

GPFS, used mainly for non LHC
experiments, is installed on some disk
servers and all the wns of the farm.

on going

this task, preliminary to the installation
of high density racks, will be
completed during Q1. see CN-07-11
At the end of Q3 our FTS installation
is based on 2 only servers (front-end
and back-end).
a list of persons on call for emercency
intervention has been prepared.

infrastructural upgrade
CN-06-50 31.12.06

procurement of new hardware for the
production quality service of FTS.

done

CN-06-51 31.12.06

implementation of site contacts for 24x7
support

done

Summary of Progress
During this quarter CASTOR 2 has been stabilized. New hardware, both CPU and storage, has been delivered
and will be ready for production during Q12007.

VO
ALICE
ATLAS
CMS
LHCb
CPU
(kSI2K)
1570

Comments
Status
in operation
in operation
in operation
in operation
Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

Disk
(TB)

N=>Disk Tape
(MB/sec) (TB)

450

200

450

N=>Tape
(MB/sec)

Comments

3 new 9940b drives are being ordered
Outstanding Issues since Last Report

References and Hyperlinks

New Milestones for Future Quarters
ID

Date

CN-07-01 31.03.07
CN-07-02 20.01.07

CPU
(kSI2K)

Disk
(TB)

N=>Disk Tape
(MB/sec) (TB)

N=>Tape
(MB/sec)

Status

Comments

Comments and Additional Information
2400
650
200
450
80
this stager will be used for tests with
second instance of CASTOR stager
CASTOR srm 2.2 (see CN-07-07)
installed

CN-07-03 31.01.07

first schema of storage classes
implementation for LHC experiments ready

CN-07-04 31.01.07

technical request for tender for new tape
library ready

CN-07-05 10.02.07

automatic accounting reporting

CN-07-06 15.02.07

migration of db services to new dedicated
hw

CN-07-07 28.02.07

tests with CASTOR srm 2.2 in preproduction environment
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the procedure dgas2apel, in test since
the beginning of January, will be ready
for production
including FTS, LFC
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CN-07-08 28.02.07

tests with StoRM in pre-production
environment

CN-07-09 28.02.07

new 9940b drives for tape library in
production

CN-07-10 28.02.07

job priorities implementation

CN-07-11 15.03.07

upgrade to SL4

CN-07-12 31.03.07

tests with condition db for ATLAS completed

CN-07-13 31.03.07

first infrastructure upgrade completed

CN-07-14 31.03.07

production phase of 2006 CPU tender

CN-07-15 31.03.07

CASTOR srm 2.2 ready for production

CN-07-16 31.03.07

StoRM ready for production

A preproduction testbed has been
installed and applications will be
tested.
the completion date for this task
depends on the release of the lcg-infodynamic-provider
LSF
issue
of 64 bit OS for
to be
investigated

An high density zone with 36 racks
(equipped with forced cooling) will be
installed to host present storage
systems and wns while the main Tier1
area is upgraded.

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

NDGF
Report Period

Author Name
Michael Gronager

2006 Q4

NETWORK-2

31.03.06
30.09.06
2008 ?

Milestones for the Quarter
Status
CPU
Disk
N=>Disk
Tape
N=>Tape
(kSI2K)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
Postponed
Upgrade to use a single address space for Nordic
sites, upgrade to use dedicated connections from sites until clearly
needed
to geant – completed

ND-VOB-2

15.05.06

ALICE-ARC VOBOX installed also at NBI

ND-GLITE-1

01.05.06

Upgrade of services to gLite3 begins

ID

Date

Comments

Network analysis
showed that this can
be postponed till
2008
Superseded Replaced by
milestone NDGF-6.X
Superseded Replaced by NDGF-

2, no other gLite
services than FTS
has been installed...
ND-LCGARC3

22.05.06

ND-LCGARC5

02.06.06

ND-HWNBI-4

gLite RB patch for LCG->ARC demonstrated

Superseded Replaced by NDGF-

6 and 7 –
interoperability is
now tackled pr VO
and not generally
ARC-LCG interoperability task-force meeting at
Helsinki

Superseded Not relevant for Tier-

30.05.06
31.08.06

NBI compute and storage system in production

Superseded Replaced

ND-SC4-4

01.05.06

Target for full participation in SC4

Superseded

ND-NWK-2

31.03.06
30.09.06

Superseded Create new
Upgrade to use a single address space for Nordic
milestone for this!
sites, upgrade to use dedicated connections from sites
to geant – completed

ND-ORG-3

Q3

Hiring of National Node Coordinators and Middleware
Developers

ND-HW-1

Q3

Deployment of dedicated hardware for key services

ND-FTS-1

01.09.06

FTS-Server installed

Completed

ND-3D-1

01.12.06

3D-project functionality in operation

Hardware
acquired

Participation in
meetings have
started

ND-SRM-1

01.10.06

SRM endpoint functional

Partly

Under installation

ND-LCGARC6

01.10.06

ARC-LCG filetransfer demonstrated

(See EGEE-IIMSA3.4)

ND-LCGARC7

01.02.07

Operational Procedures outlined

(See EGEE-IIMSA3.4)

ND-LCGARC8

01.04.07

ARC resource registered in the GOC-DB with
successful SFT tests

(See EGEE-IIMSA3.4)
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1 operation

Replaced

NDGF-0.X
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ND-LCGARC9

01.09.07

All Nordic ARC sites reachable through interoperability

ND-24x7-1

15.08.07

24x7 on-call on critical services

NDGF-07-0
(was NDGF-0)

01.01.07

NDGF Organization fully operational

Completed

NDGF-06-0.2
(was NDGF0.2)
NDGF-07-0.3
(was NDGF03)
NDGF-06-0.4
(was NDGF0.4)
NDGF-06-2
NDGF-06-3
(was NDGF-3)

31.12.06

NDGF Country Coordinators hired

Completed

01.01.07

NDGF Middleware Developers hired

Partly

01.11.06

All external Site personnel isolated and incorporated
into the NDGF meetings etc

Partly

30.10.06
01.12.06

FTS: Hardware, Installation, support and integration
3D: Hardware, Installation, support, meeting
participation

Completed
Initiated,
Under
Installation,
Participation
in meetings

NDGF-4.1

07.11.06

Exposing ARC-SEs through an SRM interface to
enable DQ2 dataset subscriptions

Completed

NDGF-5

15.11.06

ATLAS-VOBOX:

NDGF-5.1

15.11.06

Completed –
moved to
the ATLAS
VOBOX
section
Remove...
below
DQ2 integration between ARC-SEs and non-ARC sites Completedmoved to
enabling dataset subscription
ATLAS
VOBOX
Section
below

NDGF-5.2

Enable subscriptions from non-ARC to ARC sites

To be
removed –
similar to 5.1

NDGF-6

ALICE-VOBOX

Partly-see
ALICE
VOBOX part
below

NDGF-6.1
NDGF-6.2
NDGF-6.3

General

01.12.06
01.01.07

Phase-1: Deployment at main NDGF-T1 ALICE sites of Completed
Partly
Phase-2: Deployment of the ARC-AliEn gateway
Phase-3: Installation of a ARC-AliEn-VOBOX pr site –
enabling a central NDGF interface to xrootd storage
and job-submission

Moved to the ALICE
VOBOX section
below

Summary of Progress
During the last 3 month the main technical achievements have been: Enabling ATLAS Dataset
subscriptions from OSG/gLite sites to ARC-SEs, Setting up the FTS server, Setting up a pilot
dCache system including sites in Ålborg, Oslo and Helsinki, designed the distributed storage solution
and acquired hardware, started setup of the 3D service, started adding sites to participate in the
ALICE production.
On the Organizational site the hierarchy of National Node Coordinators have
been established, a collaboration with DESY on enabling dCache to handle a highly distributed
storage setup has been initiated, and further 2 middleware developers have been hired. In the next
quarter we expect the distributed storage system to be operational with one to two sites connected.
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FTS Server setup completed. Running on 2 Xeon class machines – one for the oracle backend one
for the actual FTS Server.
FTS

Channels set up:
STAR-AALBORG: Test channel between * and the dCache test setup (AALBORG)
Initial setup with a 4 CPU Xeon class machine with storage connected via SAN is under testing –
Oracle being tested.
The “real” RAC based setup will be acquired together with 2008 hardware and in operation Q4 2007.

3D

Hardware for the production dCache setup installed. Consists of 6 Xeon class machines with 2
RAID10 boxes for posgress HA database for the PNFS Node.
Resource to be connected under installation in Copenhagen (NBI) and in Oslo (UiO). These will be
the first deployed sites – more will follow later.

Storage

Disk:
100TB IBM Disk Raid in Copenhagen – ready for installation of dCache Pool Nodes
75TB IBM Disk Raid in Oslo – ready for installation of dCache Pool Nodes (already tested in test
setup)
Tape:
104TB, 4 robot IBM Tape system installed in Copenhagen – ready for installation of dCache Pool
Nodes
Other resource to be deployed later than Q12007
VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Status
Comments
Operational – 3 / 7 The ALICE VOBOX have been adapted to enable submission to
installed
ARC instead of gLite. Currently we install one pr site participating in
the Tier-1 – aim is to have a setup only requiring one for the entire
Tier-1 but to participate in production the existing setup is fully
capable.

VO
ALICE

ATLAS

Operational

CMS

The ATLAS VOBOX have been modified to use the US-ATLAS-LRC
catalog instead of LFC – this is then co-deployed with Globus RLS
to enable full ARC functionality and at the same time enable users
outside NDGF to subscribe to data.

To be supported in Development of a CMS VOBOX capable of submitting directly to
2008
ARC has been initiated – however, as no CMS resources will be
committed in 2007 no further milestones on this exists

LHCb

Not supported

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
CPU
(kSI2K)

505

Disk
(TB)

44 (170)

N=>Disk
(MB/sec)

Tape
(TB)

N=>Tape
(MB/sec)

Comments

Numbers in parenthesis are present but has to be
connected to the dCache storage system to be
accessible

0 (225)

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones Changes and Actions
References and Hyperlinks
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ID

Date

CPU
(kSI2K)

683

New Milestones for Next Quarters
Disk
N=>Disk
Tape
N=>Tape
(TB)
(MB/sec)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
170
(189)

172
(225)

Status

Comments

Numbers in parenthesis are
present but has to be connected
to the dCache storage system to
be accessible

NDGF-07-7
(was NDGF-7)

28.02.07

SAM test integration

Initiated

NDGF-07-4
(was NDGF-4)

31.03.07

SRM-enabled storage: Development, Installation,
support

Ongoing

NDGF-07-4.2
(was NDGF4.2)

31.03.07

Exposing already SRM enabled SE installations like
dCache/DPM through an NDGF single SRM entry point

All ATLAS data
stored on old ARCSE will be moved to
new storage

NDGF-07-0.5
(was NDGF0.5)

15.08.07

24x7 operation and support fully in place and
operational

24x7 will utilize the
NORDUnet NOC in
Sweden which has
already 24x7
operation
Smaller delays in the
central setup due to
difficulties in freeing
the needed IPsequences

NDGF-07-4.3
(was NDGF4.3)

NDGF-07-4.4
(was NDGF4.3)

('31.01.07) Adding First site to Production dCache installation –
'28.02.07 The Niels Bohr Institute
postponed

15.03.07

Adding Second site to Production dCache installation –
University of Oslo
Comments and Additional Information
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Ongoing

A dedicated
developer now
address this
Test system up and
running and tested
successfully in
production.
Production system
purchased and
under installation
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

PIC
Report Period

Author Name
Gonzalo Merino

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
ID

Date

CPU

Disk

N=>Disk

Tape

(kSI2K)

(TB)

(MB/sec)

(TB)

N=>Tap
e
(MB/sec)

PIC-05-7

01.12.05

FTSserver-atlas installed

PIC-06-43

20.10.06

Place tender for disk expansion

done
25/05/2006

PIC-06-44

20.10.06

Place tender for tape expansion

PIC-06-23

01.11.06

WAN: RedIRIS-10 operational (10Gbps
dedicated lambda)

PIC-06-24

01.11.06
30.03.07

300

PIC-06-38

01.11.06

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

01.11.06

550

PIC-06-51

15.11.06
01.03.07

Load test on the dedicated 1Gbps WAN
with dteam transfers done

PIC-06-45

20.11.06

Place order for cpu expansion

PIC-06-46

20.11.06
02.02.07

Place order for disk expansion

20.11.06

Comments

This is an old milestone that may be
escaped our attention. The correct
status is done, as the related
milestone PIC-06-04 reported as
done in the QR3-2006

done
The tender was officially published
07/12/2006 on the 7th December for a disk

storage system with a minimum net
capacity of 100TB.
done
The tender was officially published
25/10/2006 on the 25th October for a purchase
of 200TB of tape cartridges.
done
This gets the 10G lambda to the
20/10/2006 RedIRIS POP in Catalonia. Last
mile still missing.
delayed to
The deployment of RedIRIS-10 (PIC30/03/2007 06-23) does not increase the WAN
input at PIC. Last mile still missing.
Delayed till PIC-07-43 is done.
done
The milestone target was to reach
17/11/2006 400 ksi2k. The deployment of new

CPUs was done during November,
and the overall power of the farm
exceeded the 400 ksi2k on the 17th
november.
done
The new CPUs deployed by mid
17/11/2006 november make the overall power
of the PIC farm dedicated to the
LHC to be around 600 ksi2k.

PIC-06-39

PIC-06-47

Status

Place order for tape expansion
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delayed to Realistic load test with traffic to an
01/03/2007 SRM using dteam transfers and

dropped

keeping it going for at least one
week
The capacity target of this
expansion was 520ksi2k (see PIC06-48). With PIC-06-39 we already
have 600 ksi2k, so the capacity
milestone target is already
accomplished.Therefore there is no
need of an extra tender, hence this
milestone disappears.

delayed to The end date for offers reception is
02/02/2007 12-Jan-2007. Therefore, we foresee

to be placing the order by beginning
of February.
done
The order was launched to buy
23/11/2006 200TB of tape cartridges (STK
9940B).
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PIC-06-36

15.10.06
15.12.06

Segregate T0-T1 and T1-T1 traffic to
dedicated 1Gbps WAN

PIC-06-48

20.12.06

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

PIC-06-49

20.12.06
01.04.07

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

PIC-06-50

20.12.06
31.01.07

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

PIC-06-41

01.12.06
15.02.07

PIC-06-12

07.03.06
15.06.06
15.09.06
20.12.06
31.12.06

PIC-06-40

delayed to Delayed due to CISC0-6500 main
15/12/2006 router deployment
done
The capacity target of this milestone
17/11/2006 was 520ksi2k. With PIC-06-39 we

already have 600 ksi2k, so the
milestone is accomplished without
need of a new tender.
delayed to Total disk capacity 180TB. Delay
01/04/2007 coming already from a delay in
placing the tender (PIC-06-43)
delayed to Total tape capacity 240TB. The
31/01/2007 extra tapes bought are due to arrive

during the first month of the year.
This is not a problem since the
current available tape space at PIC
is enough to cover demand.
24x7 site procedures and concepts defined delayed to The manpower to perform this task
15/02/2007 could not be allocated yet.
and documented
done
Castor2 service ready for testing
A first instance of Castor2 has been
20/12/2006 deployed that allows end-to-end
testing.
All local CMS services integrated into
vobox-cms

done
The migration was done faster than
06/09/2006 planned, since the old hardware

needed to be dismanteled for other
reasons.
Summary of Progress
During this quarter, quite a lot of testing, specially by ATLAS and CMS, has been carried out in the context of SC4
on the SRM-disk service which was deployed in summer. The deployed service was based on dCache and it had
a size of about 60TB. The results of the performance and stability were very positive, having into account that this
was a new technology for PIC.
The current disk capacity at PIC is of the order of 70TB, so a disk purchase process was started to be able to
meet the requirements needs for the first half of 2007.
The original plan was to start the tendering process for disk by the end of October. However, by that date the
revision of the resources requirements on the light of the new LHC scheduled was still an ongoing process on the
experiments.
On top of that, CMS had its CSA06 test going up to mid November. At the end of this exercise, and after cleaning
up the unneeded files, the CMS used disk space at PIC was of about 40TB. Since then, we have had no update
on their disk needs for 2007, which has made more difficult our process of estimating the total amount of disk for
which we should tender.
In the end, the disk tender process (targetting a minimum capacity of 100TB) was started on the 7th December
2007. This delays the related milestones (PIC-06-43,46,49) about a couple of months, so that we are expecting to
be able to have this >=100TB online by the 1st April.
Regarding tape capacity, the relevant milestone was PIC-06-50, which targetted a total tape capacity of 240TB.
The extra tapes bought are due to arrive during January 2007. This small delay from the planned date is not a
problem since the current available tape space at PIC is enough to cover demand.
Regarding the deployment of Castor2, milestone PIC-06-12 "Castor2 service ready for testing" has been
completed. A first instance of Castor2 has been deployed at PIC that allows end-to-end testing (writting to disk
plus migration to tape). Some of the castor1 core services which are still used by castor2 are shared with those in
the castor1-production instance. The SRM server is still the old srm-v1.1. The plan now is to test the basic
functionality and stability of this first complete castor2 instance.
During this quarter we have opened
variousInstallations
positions to at
recruit
personnel:
for a networking administrator, one
VO Boxes
the End
of the one
Quarter
VO

Status

ALICE
ATLAS
CMS
LHCb

Comments

in production
in production
in production
Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

CPU

Disk

N=>Disk

Tape

(kSI2K)

(TB)

(MB/sec)

(TB)

600

69

N=>Tap
e
(MB/sec)

Comments

134
32

PIC
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Outstanding Issues since Last Report
During this quarter one of the positions we have opened is that of an Oracle DBA. The first and urgent need of this
person is the deployment of the LCG-3D service at PIC, which is notably delayed due to the complete lacking of
previous Oracle experience on site. The recruitment process is taking longer than expected, due to the difficulties
found in having apropriate candidates from those applying. At the time of writing this report the position has not
yet been covered, but an offer has been made to a possible candidate. We are still waiting for his reply. This
situation indicates that we have a high risk of suffering delays in the 3D milestones in the next quarter. For the
moment, we have decided not to estimate delays until we receive a firm answer from the candidate.
Milestones Changes and Actions
PIC-06-51: A realistic load test on the extra dedicated 1Gbps WAN has been delayed to the beginning of March
2007. We realised that before doing this it was more useful to configure the new central router received in Q42006 such that this extra 1Gbps link completely "mimicks" the configuration of the future 10Gbpbs OPN, and then
design the PIC LAN having into account this "OPN + non-OPN" two network domains structure. This has been
done during Q4-2006 and a prototype is being implemented during January-2007 to test it. The segregation of the
T0 and T1 "OPN traffic" to this new link will start after this process is finished. We expect now to be able to
complete milestone PIC-06-51 before the end of Q1-2007.
PIC-07-42: The deployment of the complete 10Gbps WAN link from CERN down to PIC has been delayed mainly
due to political/burocratic issues. Finally, on the first week of January 2007 we get written confirmation that the
"last mile" 10Gbps connection that was missing has been ordered to the network provider company. From this
moment, a fixed time period of 18 weeks seems to be needed until the actual delivery of the link. Therefore, the
date in which we are expecting the 10Gbps connection at PIC is now mid May 2007.
PIC-06-41: This milestone to define and document the 24x7 site procedures and concepts was originally planned
to be due on december 2006. It has not been possible to allocate the manpower to perform this task yet. We are
aiming to do so in the following days, therefore we are delaying this milestone until mid February 2007. The delay
has been propagated to the milestones in the future that depend on this one.
New Milestones for Future Quarters
ID

PIC-07-50

Date

01.01.07

CPU

Disk

N=>Disk

Tape

(kSI2K)

(TB)

(MB/sec)

(TB)

N=>Tap
e
(MB/sec)

APEL Automatic accounting in production

Status

Comments

done
We add this milestone explicitly just
01/01/2006 for completeness. PIC accounting is

in APEL since more than one year
now. The consistency with the
manual reporting has been
checked.
PIC-07-40

08.01.07

PIC-06-46

20.11.06
02.02.07

Lambda Geneva-Madrid requested by
RedIRIS to GEANT
Place order for disk expansion

delayed to The end date for offers reception is
02/02/2007 12-Jan-2007. Therefore, we foresee

to be placing the order by beginning
of February.
PIC-07-44

30.01.07

PIC-06-50

20.12.06
31.01.07
01.12.06
15.02.07

PIC-06-41
PIC-06-37

15.10.06
15.02.07

LCG-3D hardware purchased
delayed to Total tape capacity 240TB.
31/01/2007
24x7 site procedures and concepts defined delayed to The manpower to perform this task
15/02/07 could not be allocated yet.
and documented
Demonstrate automation of error recovery delayed to Delayed (on Q32006 report) due to
15/02/2007 lack of manpower. FTS/SRM error
on FTS/SRM transfers using INGRID

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

scenarios handling more difficult
than foreseen.
PIC-07-47

15.02.07

Job prioritisation deployed in PPS

PIC-07-41

19.02.07

Lambda Geneva-Madrid operational

PIC-07-45

30.02.07

LCG-3D service ready for testing

PIC-07-2

01.03.07
15.05.07

24x7 monitoring and support operational

delayed to Delayed due to PIC-06-41
15/05/2007

PIC-06-51

15.11.06
01.03.07

Load test on the dedicated 1Gbps WAN
with dteam transfers done

delayed to Realistic load test with traffic to an
01/03/2007 SRM using dteam transfers and

keeping it going for at least one
week
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PIC-07-48

01.03.07

PIC-07-49

15.03.07

PIC-06-49
PIC-07-1

20.12.06
01.04.07
30.03.07

PIC-07-43

30.03.07

WAN: LHC OPN @ PIC in production

PIC-06-24

01.11.06
30.03.07

300

PIC-07-46

30.03.07

LCG-3D service in operation

PIC-07-3

15.04.07
01.07.07

24x7 support scenarios verified and tested

PIC-07-42

28.02.07
15.05.07

WAN: ANELLA 10Gbps dedicated lambda delayed to Finally, on the first week of January
15/05/2007 2007 we get written confirmation
operational
that the "last mile" 10Gbps
connection has been ordered to the
network provider company. From
this moment, a fixed time period of
18 weeks seems to be needed until
the actual delivery of the link.

PIC-07-14

30.03.07

Place tender for disk expansion

PIC-07-17

15.05.07

Place order for disk expansion

PIC-07-20

30.06.07

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Total disk capacity 220TB

PIC-07-22

30.06.07

Place tender for cpu expansion

Target total CPU capacity 790ksi2k

PIC-07-23

30.06.07

Place tender for disk expansion

Target total disk capacity 380TB

PIC-07-24

30.06.07

Place tender for tape expansion

Target total tape capacity 470TB

PIC-07-25

15.08.07

Place order for cpu expansion

PIC-07-26

15.08.07

Place order for disk expansion

PIC-07-27

15.08.07

Place order for tape expansion

PIC-07-28

30.09.07

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Total CPU capacity 790ksi2k

PIC-07-29

30.09.07

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Total disk capacity 380TB

PIC-07-30

30.09.07

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Total tape capacity 470TB

PIC-07-31

20.10.07

Place tender for cpu expansion

Target total CPU capacity 1080ksi2k

PIC-07-32

20.10.07

Place tender for disk expansion

Target total disk capacity 530TB

PIC-07-33

20.10.07

Place tender for tape expansion

Target total tape capacity 700TB

PIC-07-34

20.11.07

Place order for cpu expansion

PIC-07-35

20.11.07

Place order for disk expansion

PIC-07-36

20.11.07

Place order for tape expansion

PIC-07-37

20.12.07

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Total CPU capacity 1080ksi2k

PIC-07-38

20.12.07

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Total disk capacity 530TB

PIC-07-39

20.12.07

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Total tape capacity 700TB

Job prioritisation tested in PPS by
experiments
Job prioritisation deployed in production
Disk capacity upgrade deployed

delayed to Total disk capacity 180TB.
01/04/2007

SRM-tape endpoint in production
castorsrm.pic.es pointing to Castor2

Stop Castor1 service for LHC experiments
Castor2 service in full production

delayed to
30/03/2007

The deployment of RedIRIS-10 (PIC06-23) does not increase the WAN
input at PIC. Last mile still missing.
Delayed till PIC-07-43 is done.

delayed to Delayed due to PIC-06-41
01/07/2007

Comments and Additional Information
Since a couple of QRs now, the milestone PIC-05-07 appears with status "pending" in the QR sheet we are asked
to fill in. I already corrected its status in the last QR for 2006Q3, and I am doing it again here.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

RAL

Author Name
Andrew Sansum

Report Period

2006 Q4

Milestones for the Quarter
CPU
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>TapeStatus
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
Ongoing
RAL-30 15.02.06 dCache Upgraded to support SRM 2.1.
16.12.06 (dCache continues to back end into RAL
31.03.06
ADS tape system)
ID

Date

RAL-37 15.03.06

Comments
We expect a release of dcache
supporting SRM 2..x later in the year.
Once it is available we will upgrade in a
timely manner. [Oct06] It seems
increasingly unlikely that we will recieve
a new release of dcache in time to allow
sufficient testing to reach the target date.
[Jan07]dCache 1.7 was released in
October, however effort to carry out the
upgrade was not available after the
departure of one member of staff and a
change in priorities within the Grid
Services team as we prioritised
CASTOR and reliability and availability
of the Grid infrastructure over dCache
enhancements. SRM 2.2 is already
available on our new CASTOR service.

Nagios monitoring System deployed
(replaces SURE)

Completed Nagios is deployed as our production

15.05.06
30.09.06
30.11.06

2nd Delivery of Disk, (300TB) and CPU
(500KSI2K) (not all for WLCG).

Completed Hardware was received in November.

RAL-49A 15.06.06
30.11.06

10Gb core switch installed for Tier-1
network. Most downlinks now at 10Gb.

Completed We are using a backbone of 4 stacked

1st Disk Upgrade 130TB In Production

Completed Although the deployment of 130TB was

30.08.06
30.11.06
RAL-46

RAL-52

31.05.06
30.09.06
18.12.06

monitoring system

Exact allocatable capacity is: 238TB and
500KSI2K

Nortel 5530 switches providing 8 10Gbit
ports. This is sufficient to provided 10Gb
downlinks to a number of 5510/5530
switch stacks and 10Gb uplinks to our
production and lightpath networks

expected to be faster than our nominal 5
months, problems were encountered.
Deployment is not now expected until
August. [Oct06] A full drive swapout was
completed in September on the
recomendation ofthe supplier, however,
unexpectedly this did not resolve the
problem. We now have an agreed
schedule with the supplier which we
expect will lead to acceptance by us on
18th December or we will seek
contractual remedies. [Jan07]Hardware
has finally passed our acceptance tests
and is being rolled into production.
Problem was finally resolved by a
firmware update on all disks
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RAL-53 15.07.06 1

727

170

150

229

150

Completed We delivered very close to this figure in

December - see end of quarter figures.
RAL-56

15.08.06
16.12.06

2nd CPU Upgrade In Production

Completed 500KSI2K (not all for WLCG) has been

installed.

RAL-57

15.08.06
15.04.07

980

RAL-59

15.09.06
15.01.07

Full Production CASTOR2 Service for
experiment data

RAL-66

14.12.06
14.06.07

Service running SL4

RAL-68

14.12.06 RAL attached to SuperJanet 5 commodity
31.03.07 network at 10Gb/s. Tier-1 able to obtain

223

300

664

310

Ongoing

Completed CASTOR is now providing a production

service. It is monitored by SAM and
provides the default endpoint for the
OPS VO.
We will review this date in the light of
timelines for middleware support of SL4
and project requirements [Oct06] In the
absence of a planned date for the
release of the middleware - the target
date looks increasingly
unlikely.[Jan07]Lacking a timetable for
the middleware supporting SL4 it is
impossible to accuratly schedule this
task.
Connection of RAL to SJ5 was delayed
after UKERNA decided to connect RAL
resiliantly direct to the SJ5 backbone
rather than via our TVN regional
network.

approximatly 50% of total available
bandwidth.
RAL-82

30.11.06

FTS configuration complete to all other
Tier-1 and Tier-2 associated

RAL-83
RAL-71

30.11.06
30.10.06
28.02.07

Tested Transfers to all other Tier-1 sites
24x7 Site proceedures and concepts
Defined and documented

RAL-72

30.11.06
31.03.07

24x7 Monitoring and Support operational

RAL-73

31.12.06
31.05.07

RAL-74
RAL-88
RAL-89
RAL-75

14.11.06
31.12.06
31.12.06
18.12.06
30.06.07

24x7 Support Scenarios Verified and
tested
Test SRM 2.2 deployed for CASTOR
Job Priorities Implemented
Accounting Published to APEL
1300
151
150
236
75

This level of Cpu and disk resource is
expected to be alloacted in April
although we have not received requests
for tape capacity at this level.

Completed
Completed All sites have been tested
Delayed Insufficient effort has been available to

progress this item.
Delayed

Insufficient effort has been available to
complete this item however we have the
monitoring system in place but have yet
to hook it up to callout.

Delayed

Insufficient effort has been available to
progress this item.

Completed
Completed
Completed Was done a long time ago
Delayed There is insufficient allocation of CPU to

meet this milestone until June 2007.
However sufficient physical capacity
exists and if demand is sufficient it may
be demonstrated in January. Disk and
Tape capacity should be met in January.

Summary of Progress
We have now resolved technical problems with our new disk servers The problem (drives ejected by the RAID
array) were resolved when Western Digital provided a firmware update to the drives. The first delivery is being
rolled out now, the second is expected in mid Q1 and the third late in the quarter. This problem also impacted our
follow on delivery of disk capacity from a second supplier and consequently problems with this delivery have been
resolved also.
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CMS made good use of CASTOR during CSA06 and we achieved disk performance results which were as good as
our existing dCache service and superior throughput to tape (150MB/s) this is as primarily to do with the
deployment of new disk servers and tape drives and the removal of the intermediate gridftp server layer required
by dcache. Reliability of CASTOR has been better than dCache and the new CASTOR service has now been
classified as a full production service. Our continuing concern is that we have found it challanging to introduce
upgrades to the software.
Significant effort was committed to improving service availability as measured by the SAM (and other) tests with
some success. The CE was upgraded to a dual core system and subsequently its disk was also upgraded to a
faster model. dCach rereliability was improved by changes to default network socket buffer sizes. The impact of
system backups were reduced. Work was also carried out on the RB It has been frustrating that no sooner are
one set of problems resolved than new ones appear.
RAL has recruited a new member of staff to deploy and support a PPS service we expect this to be deployed in Q1
2007. Milestones and commitments for this are managed via EGEE and will not usually be reported here.
RAL ran sucessfully over the Christmas period with a number of staff carrying out interventions to keep the service
running.
VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Comments

VO

Status

ALICE
ATLAS
CMS

Up to Date
Up to Date
Up to Date
Up to Date

LHCb
Availability
(%)

CPU
(kSI2K)
652

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
Comments
(TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
140
150
332
150
Demonstrated rates to CASTOR from
CERN
Outstanding Issues since Last Report

RB reliability is still poor at times. this is related to the size of the MYSQL database and general load on the RB. We haave more
work to do to introduce database cleanup. A second RB is also scheduled for deployment in January to increase the capacity and
resiliance. The lack of a good simple way of publishing information about our load balanced RBs makes it hard to spread the load
evenly.
Planning for the SL4 and glite upgrades continues to be difficult in the absence of clear dates for the deployment of the software. At
present we have no internal need to move to SL4.
We wish to improve FTS resiliance and performance by moving from one server to 2 web front ends and 2 agent servers. However
we will only carry out this upgrade once the next FTS release is available.
We have been unable to progress the 24x7 operations because staff effort has been committed to recruitment, hardware
deployment and Grid service hardening. We expect pressure on staff to be reduced in Q1 2007 as new saff commence work.
A number of issues still impact our reliability. dCache reliability continued to be poor with a new failure mode where a single gridFTP
door faiilure appears to take out the whole dCache service. dteam and ops VO share a common gid on our service and this has
allowed dteam testing to impact jobs submitted by SAM. We have a plan to seperate these components to improve measured
reliability.

Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

ID

Date

RAL-77

6 weeks
after
release
for
productio
n

CPU
(kSI2K)

Milestones for Next Quarter
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>TapeStatus
Comments
(TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
ongoing We will deploy a gLite CE within 6
gLite CE deployed
weeks of it being released as fit for
production. [Jan07]We have
commenced a test deployment of gLite
but have no schedule yet to deploy it into
the production service.
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RAL-69

14.01.07

RAL-78

15.01.07

RAL-84

31.01.07

RAL-79

15.02.07

735

186

300

298

150

New

RAL-80

15.03.07

736

221

300

311

150

New

Allocation to LHC experiments by the
GRIDPP user board for March 2007. It
fully meets all LHC experiment requests
received.

RAL-58

15.09.06
15.03.07

2nd Disk Upgrade (300TB) In Production

Ongoing

Equipment has been installed
(November) and vendor testing has
been completed (after having to resolve
similar problems with the drives similar
to previous delivery). Our acceptance
tests are running and we are on track to
meet our target date of March.

RAL-85

31.03.07

3rd Disk Upgrade (200TB) in production

New

As this delivery is identical to previous
hardware we expect deployment to be
fast

RAL-76

31.03.07
30.06.07

1300

640

300

1080

150

Delayed

This capacity will only be deployed at
this time if real experiment demand
exists.

RAL-81

15.04.07

926

290

150

360

150

New

Allocation to LHC experiments by the
GRIDPP user board for April 2007. It
fully meets all LHC experiment requests
received.

RAL-86

15.05.07

810

316

300

384

150

New

Allocation to LHC experiments by the
GRIDPP user board for May 2007. It
fully meets all LHC experiment requests
received.

RAL-87

15.06.07

810

322

300

390

150

New

Allocation to LHC experiments by the
GRIDPP user board for June 2007. It
fully meets all LHC experiment requests
received.

Nominal date for GRIDPP3 approval
775

171

150

286

150

3rd Disk Upgrade (200TB) Received

ongoing
New

New

No news yet
Allocation to LHC experiments by the
GRIDPP user board for January 2007. It
fully meets all LHC experiment requests
received.
Equiipment is scheduled for delivery on
17th January
Allocation to LHC experiments by the
GRIDPP user board for February 2007.
It fully meets all LHC experiment
requests received.

Comments and Additional Information
During Q1 and Q2 RAL has unallocated capacity in disk and CPU as experiment requests are less than capacity
scheduled to be installed.
By the end of March all disk and CPU capacity planned to be available in order to meet the 2007 MoU will be in
place. We will have installed 625TB of disk and 500KSI2K of CPU capacity. Additional tape drives and media will
need to be installed early in Q2 in order to meet our MSS bandwidth and storage capacity, however the installation
of this hardware is expected to be routine.
We expect 3 additional staff to commence in by 1st February taking staff numbers up to close to full complement.
This should relieve pressure on teh Fabric team and allow progress with a number issues.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Date
9.1.2007

Project Name

SARA-NIKHEF
Report Period

Author Name
Jeff Templon

2006 Q4
ID

Date

SN-0614a

10.05.06

SN-06-16 30.06.06

MOU-1

01.07.06

Milestones for the Quarter
CPU
Disk
N=>Disk
Tape
N=>Tape
(kSI2K)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
3D database server installation in progress

600

84

306

170

450

150

75

143

Status

Comments

90

machine had installation
problems related to SN-06-13
problems, now solved,
installation
of Oracle
software
We
were asked
to comment

75

here on the disk discrepancy
here and MoU. Our best
estimate
is that
from
WLCG
MoUthe
do not edit

SN-06-17 30.09.06

purchase 3 STK9940B tape drives

SN-06-18 30.09.06

purchase 10 new storage servers with 8 TB disk
each

will be done when needed

SN-06-23 15.10.06 order new NIKHEF cluster (300 kSI2k). See SN-06-

done
done

22.
SN-06-20 30.10.06
SN-06-24 30.10.06

70 TB of disk storage at SARA in service
459

88

150

22

90

SN-06-21 30.10.06

Install High Availability systems at NIKHEF : RB,
VOMS, CE

SN-06-22 15.11.06

New cluster at NIKHEF, 300 kSI2k, replaces aging
AMD nodes plus some extra capacity (not all LHC)

SN-06-25 15.11.06

500

88

150

22

90

SN-06-19 31.12.06

24 x 7 site procedures and concepts defined and
documented

SN-06-28 14.11.06

3D service installed

SN-06-29 28.11.06

3D service operational and available

done
done
in progress; delayed due to
too much other work; new
estimated completion date
April 2007
done

done; actual installed capacity
(LCG dedicated) is 558 kSI2K
in progress; delayed due to
too much other work;
estimated completion date
August 2007
done
under tests as of 12.01.2007

Summary of Progress
Main progress is 1) installation of significant new capacity and retiring aging Athlon nodes (maintenance
manpower drain); installation of significant new storage capacity at SARA; improvements in dCache service
(SARA) and DPM service (NIKHEF) via close collaboration with developers; upgrades of system to support
detailed fair sharing and differentiation between "normal" and "production" users; various infrastructure changes to
improve scalability of the facilities at NIKHEF and SARA.
VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
VO
ALICE

Status
yes

ATLAS

yes

Comments
still limited by lack of pool accounts for SGMs on VO boxes; urgent
request from ALICE to fix this as it limits ALICE to a single SGM at
NIKHEF.
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CMS

n/a

LHCb

yes

CPU
(kSI2K)
558

Disk
N=>Disk
(TB)
(MB/sec)
90
450

no word from LHCb on status of this service; we don't know if it is being
used.
Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Tape
N=>Tape
Comments
(TB)
(MB/sec)
100
90

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Situation with lcg-CE is being closely monitored; support will be removed for this sometime in 2007 from gLite
stack, we need its replacement to support standard globus submission, otherwise we run into manpower
problems. Up until now, the LCG CE has been fine for other communities to run hence the same manpower could
be used to support HEP and other groups. If HEP splits from Globus, our manpower needs expand.
Milestones Changes and Actions
References and Hyperlinks

ID

Date

SN-07-01

1.2.07

New Milestones for Future Quarters
CPU
Disk
N=>Disk
Tape
N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
Start process for european bids on large purchases

SN-07-15 23.02.07

Implementation of Job Priorities

SN-07-02 15.02.07

purchase 10 TB disk storage

SN-07-03 27.02.07

558

SN-07-04 01.03.07
SN-07-05 01.03.07

700

100

100

450

100

850

100

450

100

850

110

450

100

publication of call for bids to EU

SN-07-11 02.04.07

install 100 kSI2K at NIKHEF
950

SN-07-13 15.04.07
SN-07-14 15.04.07

90

90

add 10 TB disk storage

SN-07-10 30.03.07

SN-07-12 09.04.07

90

install 150 kSI2K at Groningen

SN-07-08 15.03.07
SN-07-09 15.03.07

450

install 150 kSI2K at SARA

SN-07-06 10.03.07
SN-07-07 10.03.07

100

Groups and roles with dedicated
share already available for ATLAS

110

450

100

90

90

install 20 TB storage
950

130

450

100

90

Comments and Additional Information
Were asked to comment on APEL publication: this is already done.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date

TRIUMF

9.1.2007

Report Period

Author Name
Reda Tafirout

2006Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
LAN PHY Network module tests

Status
done

Comments
Between TRIUMF and Carleton
University in conjunction with
Nortel. Hardware card not yet
available (new product). Used to
split a 10 Gig link. Rescheduled
for the end of October.

TF-06-14

26.06.06

TF-06-16

01.08.06

10 Gig link TRIUMF-CERN available

done

TF-06-20

11.10.06

3D deployment (phase I)

done

TF-06-21

18.10.06

3D deployment (phase II)

done

ATLAS streaming tests, tuning

TF-06-22

25.10.06

3D deployment (phase III)

done

Production DB available for
ATLAS use

TF-06-23

13.11.06

Hiring of new Tier-1 personnel

done

3 positions advertised
(DBA,Networking & security,
Storage). Personnel hired

TF-06-24

22.12.06

Awaiting completion of
Amsterdam-CERN section.
Expected and commissioned in
November. The link is actually at
the moment 5 Gig.
Hardware / Oracle RAC
configuration

24/7 Site Procedures and Concepts Defined ongoing draft document in preparation
and Documented

05.02.07

we are improving/chaning our
monitoring, so the draft is being
changed accordingly. A
somewhat final version will be
available in early February.
Summary of Progress

The main achievements for this quarter were:
1) The successful deployment of an Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC) with a 6 TB total storage capacity and
two RAC nodes. Streaming tests were successful. The Oracle installation is effectively ready to receive ATLAS
conditions data and TAG data as part of the 3D challenge planned for early 2007.
2) We increased our CPU capacity: two blades chassis were bought from two different vendors (IBM & Dell) for
total of 24 blades (dual dual-core Woodcrest processors at 3.0 GHz with 8 GB RAM each blade. Each core is rated
at about 3 kSI2K, but ATLAS software benchmark shows that they are effectively on 2.4 kSI2K when compared to
a previous/old generation XEON processors.The extra CPU capacity was put into production in mid-October.
3) We increased our Tier-1 personnel: we hired 3 people to deal respectively, as their primary responsibility, with
databases, storage and networking. The new personnel will also help in other aspects of the Tier-1 centre.
4) On the networking aspect, we commissioned a dedicated 5 Gb/s link for TRIUMF-CERN in early November. The
link is being tested and will be used for production in Q1 of 2007. We also added 2 dedicated 1 GigE links to
our Tier-2 federated centres.
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VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Status
Comments
n/a
VO not served by TRIUMF

VO
ALICE
ATLAS

done

CMS

n/a

operational & in service since Q4 of 2005. Latest DDM
updates/patches in place
VO not served by TRIUMF

LHCb

n/a

VO not served by TRIUMF

CPU
(kSI2K)
245

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Comments
N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape

Disk
(TB)
12

(MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
100
12
50 Since we commissioned a 5 Gig link between TRIUMFCERN, we dropped 1 of the two Gb/s links and are used only
1 Gb/s link for TRIUMF-CERN. The 5 Gb/s is being tested
and will be the main link while the 1 Gb/s will be used as a
temporary backup for short term solution
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions
References and Hyperlinks

ID

New Milestones for Future Quarters
Status
Comments
Date
CPU
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments

TF-07-01

31.01.07

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
additional storage / dCache servers
(add 12 TB)

TF-07-02

15.02.07

24/7 Monitoring and Support Operational

TF-07-03

01.02.07

Infrastructure work / renovation

TF-07-04

30.02.07

24/7 Support Scenarios Verified and Tested

TF-07-04

01.06.07

Hardware acquisition
to meet MoU target for 2007

expand storage capacity by an
additional 12 TB to suit ATLAS
needs

start of infrastructure work to host
the Tier-1 centre for computing
resources of 2007 and beyond.
Infrastructure work to be
completed within 4-6 months.

To be configured and put into
production by July 1st 2007. It is
expected that the hardware be
actually delivered sometime in
May/June.

Comments and Additional Information
We have implemented an initial job priorities/sharing for ATLAS, where 80% share is allocated for production use.
With respect to publishing accounting information into APEL. TRIUMF is doing so since 2004, so right from the
beginning.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

BNL - US ATLAS

Author Name
Bruce Gibbard

Report Period

2006Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
CPU
Disk
N=>Disk
Tape
N=>Tape
(kSI2K)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
Demonstrate sustained T1/T2 DQ2/FTS based
transfers at required rates for first 3 Tier 2's

ID

Date

UA-29

15.08.06
15.12.06
1.3.07

UA-31

08.09.06

Establish automated accounting reporting

UA-32

22.09.06
31.10.06

Establish production 3D service

UA-36

1.12.06

Status
Delayed

Delayed

Comments
Sustain transfers have
been done but not at
final required rates
Expected to be done in
context of OSG solution

Completed Scheduled by central 3D

project for Oct
Complete revision of site capacity evolution in context
of new LHC schedule requirements

Completed Results of this will

UA-53

15.11.06
1.3.07

Complete physics infrastructure specification and
planning

Delayed

UA-33

2.10.06
1.2.07

24x7 Site Procedures and Concepts Defined &
Documented

Delayed

UA-34

1.1.07 1.4.07

24x7 Monitoring and Support Operational

Delayed

UA-37

1.1.07

Begin Procurement of MSS upgrade including disk
cache, tape drives and servers

UA-38

1.1.07

Begin Procurement of LAN upgrade

establish the scale of
procurments below
Specification of
infrastructure
requirements is complete
but the Laboratory
planning process
continues

A result of delays in the
above documentation and
in hiring in support of this
activity

Summary of Progress
All of the equipment for 2006 has now been installed and is operational. Demand for tape storage has
substantially exceeded projection so addition capacity was brought online. The bid processes resulted in
somewhat less disk capacity than projected for the funds available but since the demand is currently less than 1/3
of the available disk space this seems not to be a current issue and hopefully a match to the total requirement can
be achieved in next year's procurement.

VO
ALICE
ATLAS
CMS
LHCb

CPU
(kSI2K)
1125

Disk
(TB)
440

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Status
Comments

N=>Disk
(MB/sec)
200

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Tape
N=>Tape
Comments
(TB)
(MB/sec)
The quantity of installed disk in about 80 TB short of what
600
200
was projected for '06 but since the demand is much less this
does not seem to be a problem.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The US congress has so far failed to produce a budget for 2007 and so there is a delay in understanding the
detailed allocation of funds for this year and consequently the ability to place orders.
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Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

New Milestones for Future Quarters
CPU
Disk
N=>Disk
Tape
N=>Tape
Status
(kSI2K)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
(TB)
(MB/sec)
Begin Procurement of CPU/dCache disk upgrade

ID

Date

UA-39

1.2.07

UA-40

1.2.07

Begin Procurement of central disk upgrade

UA-41

1.2.07

MSS upgrade order placed

UA-42

1.2.07

LAN upgrade order placed

UA-43

1.4.07

CPU/dCache disk upgrade order placed

UA-44

1.4.07

Central disk upgrade order place

UA 54

1.4.07

UA-45

1.3.07

Complete physics infrastructure installation and
commissioning
MSS upgrade installed

UA-46

1,4,07

MSS upgrade operational

UA-47

1.3.07

LAN upgrade installed

UA-48

1.4.07

LAN upgrade operational

UA-49

1.5.07

CPU/dCache disk upgrade installed

UA-50

1.6.07

CPU/dCache disk upgrade operational

UA-51

1.5.07

Central disk upgrade installed

UA-52

1.6.07

Central disk upgrade operational

UA-53

1.6.07

UA-54

1.4.07

UA-55

1.4.07

CPU
(kSI2K)
1800

Disk
(TB)
1000

N=>Disk
(MB/sec)
200

Tape
(TB)
700

N=>Tape
(MB/sec)
200

Expanded group/role and job priorities operational
available on site batch system
OSG version of accounting reporting replaces current
automatic accounting reporting to APEL

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

FNAL - US CMS

Author Name
Ian Fisk

Report Period

2006 Q4

Milestones for the Quarter
Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
01.07.06 Second 10Gb/s Research lambda to StarLight

ID

Date

UC-06-15

Started

Optics Exist. Preparing to light
the second 10Gb/s

UC-06-17

01.09.0631.10.06

UC-06-18

01.09.06 Commissioning of STK SLA8500 LTO3 Drives In Progress Robot commissioning completed

CSA06 Challenge

CSA06 Completed and Tier-1
goals met for the 25% challenge

during CSA06. New data is
going to SLA8500 robots.
Operational experience with LTO3
is good so far
UC-06-19

31.10.06

User Disk: 12 TB managed + 12 TB physics
space

UC-06-20

11.01.06

Increase in Facility Operations Support

UC-06-21

11.12.06

Completion of CSA06

UC-06-22

11.21.06

Commission final 300TB of 2006 disk
procurements in the dCache system

UC-06-24

30.11.06

50% complexity on facility resources and
services

BlueArc shared space in
operations
Net increase of one operations
person in CMS. An integration
position is open
Completed
700TB of dCache disk space are
in production
50% complexity milestone met
with 2MSi2k of processing and
700TB of disk

Summary of Progress
Good quarter for commissioning. CSA06 was a very successful activity with the US-CMS Tier-1 performing very
well. The transition to the new robot was smooth. The increase is batch computing revealed a few scaling
limitations in the batch system, which were addressed. The increase in disk storage was smooth.

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
Status
Comments

VO
ALICE
ATLAS
CMS

Completed

Working on the transition to SL4 for the PhEDEx server

LHCb

CPU
(kSI2K)
2000

Disk

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
Comments

(TB) (MB/sec)
700
500

(TB) (MB/sec)
200
500
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The second 10Gb/s wavelength is not in production, but it is expected during the first quarter is 2007. The ramp of
effort in operations has been slower than expected. We have an intergration position open, but have not found a
suitable candidate.
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Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

New Milestones for Future Quarters
CPU
Disk WAN=>Dis TapeWAN=>Tap Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
Implement roles groups and priorities in batch system Completed. CMS software and
cmsproduction roles in place
with appropriate priority

ID

Date

US-CMS
7-1

1.1.07

US-CMS
7-2

1.3.07

US-CMS 73

1.4.07

US-CMS 74

1.4.07

US-CMS 75

1.7.07

Facility Ready to accept Pilot Run Data

US-CMS 76

1.6.07

Beginning of CSA07

US-CMS 77

1.9.07

US-CMS 78

1.8.07

Completion of CSA07

US-CMS 79

1.10.07

Participating in MTCC3

US-CMS 7- 15.12.07
10

Automatic Accounting publication
Ready for Global data taking in CMS
Tape writing tests

3900

1500

500

Global data taking is expected to
begin in May
Coordinated CERN to FNAL tape
writing tests

Preparation during June

3000

300

End of Facility Procurements for
pilot run
Measured challenge metrics for
30 days

Pilot Run

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Date
9.1.2007

Project Name

Applications Area
Report Period

Author Name
Pere Mato

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
SPI-4

SPI-8

ROOT-9

31.03.06 Generate CMT configuration and
30.09.06 distribution kits from the common
31.12.06 (XML based) configuration
description.
31.12.06 Move the build infrastructure of the
15.02.07 LCG AA projects from scram to
CMT. Discuss with the experiments
their needs in terms of modularity for
the packages provided in LCGCMT.

Status
Cancelled

Comments
After the AF decided to move the build environment for the
projects to CMT, this milestone was replaced by a new one
(see SPI-11 below).

Work in
The work of moving the build infrastructure to CMT is done
progress
for Linux (SLC3 and both SLC4) and Windows platforms.
Rescheluded Work is ongoing to adapt CMT to the Mac OS X platform.
Discussion with the experiments have started, an initial
document summarising the needs will be prepared.

ROOT
30.06.06 First version of CINT running directly Completed
31.12.06 with the Reflex data structures as
part of the ROOT June 06 release

The version of CINT using Reflex as its backend was
uploaded to ROOT for the December 06 release. This
version of CINT is known as Cint 7.0. It uses Reflex to store
the information regarding Typedef and to do the typedef
lookup. It also uses Reflex objects as a replacement for
some of its global variables. New milestones (ROOT-15 and
ROOT-16) to continue the work

ROOT-10 30.06.06 The new Fit GUI released as part of Completed
31.10.06 the ROOT June release.

Released in the December release version 5.14.00

ROOT-7

A plan for the migration of the remaining functionality has
been discussed with the experiments and the AA projects
and has been agreed. The migration will be compled by Q1
2007.

31.10.06 Complete the merge of SEAL and
Work in
30.03.07 ROOT functional components into a progress
single set of libraries. All the
Rescheluded
functionality provided by the existing
SEAL libraries will be available in the
new set of libraries.

ROOT-11 15.12.06 PROOF demonstrated in production Completed
in at least one of the LHC
collaborations.
PROOF development in the last quarter was focused on providing the needed features for the ALICE analysis
use cases. The developments included an extensive monitoring facility to track performance on the ALICE CAF
cluster and to provide the infrastructure to successfully run the ALICE analysis. ALICE measured a very
satisfying speedup of the analysis with high cluster usage efficiency. At the end of 2006 first interactions with
CMS were started and we expect a lot to happen in the coming quarters.
Completed
ROOT-12 31.12.06 Speed-up I/O performance with
remote files by eliminating as much
by minimizing the number of network
transactions.

Most of the work that we intended to do on I/O speed is
done. One could still gain get improvement in case of WANs
with very high latency when opening a large number of files
and reading only a very small subset of each file. Currently
each file opening requires 4 to 5 network transactions. This
could be changed to 2, but requires some work.
Also, all the improvements done so far concern ROOT
Trees for which the cache mechanism is automatic. More
automatism could be introduced for the case of non-Tree
ROOT objects.

Completed
ROOT-13 31.12.06 Improvements in the PROOF
system to support a realistic analysis
environment for an experiment.
POOL-3

POOL-4

POOL
30.08.06 Finalize the migration POOL/CORAL In progress.
Rescheduled
31.12.06 to the new platforms (MacOSX,
31.02.07 SLC4_amd64) with regular builds,
and full running of the functional and
data regression tests. Migration to
scram v1
30.09.06 Development and deployment of
30.11.06 LFC-based lookup and DB
authentication services of CORAL

Completed

Regular builds for slc4_amd64 exist for CORAL and POOL
as of versions 1.4.1 and 2.4.2 respectivelly. The support of
MacOSX will arrive as soon as the underlying externals
become available (expected date 31.02.07). Migration to
scram v1 has been replaced last quarter by the AF decision
to move POOL and CORAL to CMT based builds. This is
reflected by the new milestone POOL-8.
The LFC based DB lookup service prototype has been
provided and releasedin CORAL 1.5.4. The production
version, extended to allow authentication based on LFC is
completed and released with CORAL 1.6.3. It is expected to
be validated by the experiments and deployed within the first
quarter 2007.
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POOL-5

30.10.06 Complete migration to CORAL
(AttributeList) and the SEAL
component model of all POOL
components

Completed

The migration of to the SEAL component model has been completed in the POOL CVS repository for most
packages. The same applies for the migration to the CORAL AttributeList. However, no corresponding releases
have been made available yet and the finalization of the development has been canceled as a consequence of
the recent AF decision to migrate the SEAL functionality into CORAL and to deprecate the use of SEAL in POOL
and CORAL. This is reflected by the new milestone POOL-9.
POOL-6

31.12.06 Make all CORAL components thread-In progress.
Rescheduled
31.01.07 safe.
The work started with updates in the SEAL component model to make sure the problems manifesting in multithreaded applications are fixed. CORAL has been updated to allow the switching off of the "cleanup thread" in
ConnectionService, in case the problems still persist.
The high level CORAL services (ConnectionService, RelationalService) have been already made thread safe,
as well as the high level classes (up to ISchema) in OracleAccess. The relevant system test is exercising the
relevant use cases defined by the experiments (mainly ATLAS online) are passing and the new functionality will
release by 31.01.07.

POOL-7

31.12.06 Provide a python interface for
CORAL

Completed

A Python C++ extension module, implemented based on the
Python C API, has been developed in collaboration with
RRCAT, Indore, India.
It is available in every CORAL release as of version 1.6.3.

COOL
COOL-4

30.06.06
30.09.06
31.12.06
31.03.07

In progress.
Support for multi-channel bulk
Rescheduled
insertion operations. This task
.
requires the implementation of a
channels table, which is also needed
for channel name management.

Full support for multi-channel bulk operations has been
rescheduled several times because it was allocated to the
one of the two ATLAS developers who left the COOL project
during Q2 2006. The same developer has resumed work on
the project in Q4 2006 (even if only at the 20% FTE level)
and should ensure its completion during Q1 2007.

COOL-7

31.12.06
31.03.07

New RecordSpecification API (to
specify the precision of persistent
data types) and port to AMD64.

Ready for
release.

The new RecordSpecification API and the port to AMD64
have been completed and will be included in the next COOL
2.0.0 release (scheduled for January 2007). This
development required a schema change (the description of
user-defined payload specifications is now stored using a
different format). In addition to the record and field
specification classes (and interfaces), the new API also
includes the record and field data classes (and interfaces).

COOL-8

31.12.06
31.03.07

Ready for
Dynamic replication (at each
release.
replication request, only data
inserted in the master database after
the previous replication request is
replicated).

The dynamic replication tool has been added to package
PyCoolUtilities. It is ready to be included in the next COOL
2.0.0 release (scheduled for January 2007). Its
implementation required several schema changes (a
column indicating the last modification date of each row had
to be added to several tables).

COOL-9

31.12.06
31.03.07

Deployment of COOL database
In progress.
services at Tier0 (separate
Rescheduled
instances for online and offline) and .
Tier1 for Atlas and LHCb with
Streams replication.

Atlas: test service setup prepared with two-step Streams
replication between CERN online (IT-PSS 'Atlas-online'
RAC), CERN offline (IT-PSS 'integration' RAC), six 'phase-1'
and one 'phase-2' Tier1 sites (BNL, CNAF, Gridka/FZK,
IN2P3, RAL, Taiwan/ASGC; Nikhef/SARA, Triumf). Two
more 'phase-2' Tier1 sites (Nordugrid, PIC) will only join later
in 2007.

COOL-10 31.12.06
31.03.07

Implement a tag 'locking'
mechanism to prevent changes to
locked tags.

In progress.

LHCb: test service setup prepared with two-step Streams
replication between CERN online (private LHCb test server
at the pit), CERN offline (IT-PSS 'integration' RAC) and
three 'phase-1' Tier1 sites (Gridka/FZK, IN2P3, RAL). One
more 'phase-1' and two 'phase-2' Tier1 sites (CNAF;
Nikhef/SARA,
PIC)
arerelease
expected
to join in for
Q1January
2007. 2007)
The
next COOL
2.0.0
(scheduled
will include all schema changes relevant to this task. A 'tag
lock status' column has been added to the node/tag table.
The actual tag locking functionality will be included either in
COOL 2.0.0 or in a later release during Q1 2007.

SIMU
SIMU-1

30.09.05 Apply the Fluka-Geant4 (Flugg)
15.12.06 geometry interface to one of the
30.03.07 LHC calorimeter test-beam
simulation (VD524)

In progress.
Rescheduled
.
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Some unexpected problems, some of which related to the lack of support for FLUGG, has delayed the massive
generation of the samples needed for the analysis. Finally, after a meeting with some of the members involved in
the original ATLAS Tile Cal 2002 test-beam analysis (A. Dotti, I. Vivarelli), the generation with both Fluka and
Geant4 (the latter with more recent versions) has started at the end of December, and regular phone meetings
are planned to monitor the status and discuss the results. First results are expected for 30 March 2007.
Meanwhile, the writing of three LCGAPP notes, two of which aimed to describe the technical details of the novel
method adopted, and a final one on the physics results, has started.
SIMU-6

31.10.06 First release of a common
framework for handling MC truth
information to be used by
experiment's simulation programs
(SF613)

Completed

A special class called 'MCTruthManager' has been
implemented; the object interacts with the HepMC event
record and allows to store the MCTruth information
consistently. In particular MCTruthManager deals with cases
where intermediate particles are not stored, and special
'linking' needs to be introduced in order to keep all the
branches of the MCTruth tree connected. The class
MCTruthManager and its application is now included and
demonstrated within an ‘extended’ example released with
Geant4 8.2.
Presentations have been made at recent Physics Validation
meetings by ATLAS and CMS showing good improvements
in the different applications specific to the experiments of the
various parameterisation techniques and tuning of the
parameters.

SIMU-7

31.10.06 Validation of shower
parameterization packages
completed. (VD612)

Completed

SIMU-10

30.06.07 Application of corrections of testbeam data, for validation of standalone simulation, to the LHC
calorimeter test-beams (VD703)

In progress.

SIMU-11

31.12.06 Report on the main physics effects In progress.
responsible for the hadronic shower
development in Geant4 simulations
(G4618)

SIMU-13

15.12.05 Refinement to GDMLSchema to
In progress. New development received as external contribution is under
31.10.06 support user extensions of elements Rescheduled evaluation and being integrated. To be rescheduled for end
.
of April 2007.
31.04.07 (SF608)

SIMU-14

31.05.06 G4 development release. Including In progress.
15.11.06 new features for parallel navigation
enabling scoring charged particles at
arbitrary locations, improvements to
stability of showering for changes in
cuts, and additional verification tests
for hadrons between 10 and 50 GeV
(G4606)

After having shown for a test-beam (electrons in the central
ATLAS barrel accordion calorimeter) how is possible to
correct data to allow stand-alone simulation validation, work
is in progress to apply it to other test-beam cases.
A report on the physics effects found responsible for
hadronic shower development (G4618) is being prepared.
This will address also milestone G4615 (merged now with
G4618). Further work is expected in this area, to address
issues found, and to investigate additional effects.

Milestone completed with the November development
release (1st December 2006). The new feature for parallel
navigation and scoring of charged particles at arbitrary
locations is available as an option, which the user can
configure. Additional verification was undertaken for hadron
projectiles of 15 GeV, using the data of the BNL AGS
experiment E802, for proton-induced reactions [ T.Abbott
etal., Phys.Rev. D45, 3906 (1992) ].

Summary Of Progress
Production releases for Geant4 and ROOT have been made available at the end of the year. Version 8.2 of Geant4 includes
improvements in the standard electromagnetic physics such as multiple scattering, which provide improved results for large angle
scattering; better particle transport near geometry boundaries and less cut dependence for sampling calorimeters. In the hadronic
physics, coherent elastic scattering processes have been reviewed and data tables are now computed on-flight. The physics lists are
now built as part of the kernel libraries by default. ROOT version 5.14/00 includes many new functionalities and improvements in
basically all areas. The release notes in http://root.cern.ch/root/Version514.news.html give all the details. The work of re-engineering
CINT to use Reflex is progressing steadily. A new version of CINT, known as CINT 7.0, that uses Reflex to store the information
regarding Typedef and to do the typedef lookup has been released in parallel with the old one for test purposes in the production
release. New milestones have been defined to monitor the work.
The Relation Abstract Layer (CORAL) have had the first release of authentication functionality based of LFC and the Python API. The
Conditions Database (COOL) version 2.0.0 is almost ready for release and includes an API for the Record Specification and the port to
AMD64 architecture. This new version is being currently tested for integration by ATLAS and LHCb since requires some changes in the
DB schema and API.
These new versions of the AA packages ROOT, Geant4, CORAL, COOL are currently being integrated by the experiments and will
basically be the versions, besides possible bug fixes, that are going to be used for the startup of the LHC experiments.
The detailed program of work for the MC Generator services sub-project has been discussed and reviewed by all the stakeholders in a
planning meeting end of October. Rapid progress is currently being made to release all the required generators in a new structure more
suited for the needs of the experiments.
A nightly build system has been put in place following the recommendation of the AA internal review. The main goal for this system is to
be able to tests/validate new versions of the AA software by the experiments before they are released, thus speeding up the overall
development and release cycle. The introduction of the nightly build system has been synchronized with the migration from the SCRAM
configuration and built system to the CMT one, which was also supported by the internal review. The system starts being functional and
has been very useful for the experiments. Additional platforms such as Windows and MacOS need to be added in the near future
together with better web interface and reporting system.
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PROOF development in the last quarter was focused on providing the needed features for the ALICE analysis use cases. The
developments included an extensive monitoring facility to track performance on the ALICE CAF cluster and to provide the infrastructure
to successfully run the ALICE analysis. ALICE measured a very satisfying speedup of the analysis with high cluster usage efficiency. At
the end of 2006 first interactions with CMS were started and we expect a lot to happen in the coming quarters. New plans are in the
area of a PROOF-lite, which is aimed at using PROOF on single multi-core machines (simplification of daemon architecture) and in
helping CMS getting their environment PROOF enabled.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions
References and Hyperlinks
New Milestones Proposals

Status
New

SPI-10

31.03.07 Move the HyperNews service and
the remaining web pages from
lcgapp to new server hardware.

SPI-11

31.06.07 Migrate all relevant scripts and
New
procedures (external package
building, project post-build,
distribution kits, web page
generators, etc.) in the SPI
environment to use the configuration
information from CMT.
31.03.07 The next Cint release (7.1) will use New
Reflex for storing all data member
and function members as well as
relying on Reflex::Type for storing
types.
30.06.07 Cint 7.2 will use Reflex for storing all New
information regarding types (replace
G__struct global array).

ROOT-15

ROOT-16

POOL-8

31.01.07

POOL-9

31.03.07

Comments

New

POOL and CORAL independent
from SEAL

New

COOL-15 31.03.07

Move from SCRAM to CMT.
Integration with the nightly build
system and QMTEST.

New. In
progress.

COOL-16 31.03.07

Move from the SEAL component
model to the new CORAL
component model.

New

COOL-17 31.03.07

Integration with the CORAL LFCbased lookup service.

New

SIMU-15

28.02.07

Move all the requested (by
New
experiments) generators to the new
structure SCRAM-free (GS704)

SIMU-16

28.02.07

Redesign of the Generator Services New
web pages and creation of a
GENSER Savannah portal (GS705)

SIMU-17

31.03.07

New Generators Validation web
page (GS707)

The migration will be achived with CORAL 1.7.0 and POOL
2.5.0. The old scram setup will be preserved for an overlap
period of one release and then be removed.
Following a AF decision the few parts from SEAL which are
used by POOL and CORAL will be moved as internal
component (no direct use by the experiments) into the
Persistency Framework project scope. The work of
migrating the code has already started an a prototype
release is expected by 28.02.07, followed by a production
release on 31.03.07.
The CMT configuration to build COOL and its integration
with the nightly build system and QMTEST have been
completed in December 2006. COOL 1.3.4 (December
2006) was released using CMT.
SCRAM developments have not been completely phased
out yet. The next COOL 2.0.0 release (scheduled for
January 2007) will be released using SCRAM. It is planned
that SCRAM should be abandoned during Q1 2007.
The COOL team, together with the CORAL and SEAL
teams, actively contributed to the debugging and testing of
the SEAL component model in multi-threaded mode during
Q3/Q4 2006. These activities led to the SEAL 1.9.0 and
1.9.1 releases in Q4 2006 and to the decision to drop the
SEAL component model and reimplement a simpler one in
CORAL.

Milestone consisting in the generation of the new GENSER
setup structure and organization and installation of the
different generators packages in the AFS
lcg/external/MCGenerators area
New web pages following suggestions from the users (table
of supported generators/versions, clear user information,
link to validation web page)

New

Creation of new Validation web page for GENSER where
results of all performed tests will be made available at every
new version of the generators.

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
25.1.2007

Deployment Area

Author Name
Ian Bird

Report Period

2006 Q4
Status

Milestones for the Quarter

Comments

GRID DEPLOYMENT
In progress.
Superceded.

GD-9b

31.01.06

NDGF Baseline Service Plans
Plan of the implementation of the
baseline services on the NDGF for SC4

GD-13

30.06.06

Strategy for use of VOMS to prioritse Done.
jobs

GD-20

31.12.06

DGAS+APEL included in gLite-3.1

EXT-1

30.10.05
01.11.06

(DESY) dCACHE version suitable for
SC4

Done.

Preliminary plans presented by NDGF at CERN at
the meeting on 19/09/06. Plans are incomplete and
need significant additional clarification.
(Dec 06) This milestone should be removed from
here as it is superceded by the NDGF site planning.
The simple strategy proposed by the WG has been
discussed several times at the GDB (most recent
Jan 07). The essential components - the dynamic
information providers, and the patched version of
Torque are in certification. There exists a "how-to"
document. The deployment will happen as soon as
the patches are certified, and tests will start at the
Tier 1 sites.
The agreed deployment scenario is that DGAS will
be used in Italy and will report into APEL. APEL with
DN and VOMS roles is being certified now (Jan 07).
DGAS will not be included in the main distribution
(not required) for the moment as there are more
urgent activities.

MIDDLEWARE AND SOFTWARE DEPENDENCIES

EXT-2

EXT-6

EXT-8

30.11.05 (EGEE/JRA1) consolidated VOMS
31.3.07 support in place and
(for job operational
priorities)

In progress.
Delayed until
1/04/07

Agreement from FNAL on v2.2. Expected ready for
deployment by November.
(Jan 07). A test end-point is available and being
tested.
In progress.
VOMS service for LCG is up and running in LCg-2.7
No change
and gLite-3.0. How this is used by individual grid
here yet, but
services is under discussion and implementation.
see comments This will be a continuing process. DPM in gLite-3.0
under GD-13.
implements groups and roles; dCache
(Jan 07) implementation under way; Castor-2 implementation
same
is not first priority. Working group on job priorities
comments
recommendations are being implemented.
apply.
See EXT-11,12 for storage systems.

31.01.06
1.11.06

(RAL/CERN) CASTOR 2 SRM for SC4 In progress.

31.01.06
30.11.06

dCache SRM for SC4 ready for test by In progress
Delayed until
the experiments

Delayed until
1/04/07

1/04/07
EXT-11

31.10.06

EXT-12

31.10.06

SRM-1a

13.10.06

dCache with VOMS roles +ACLs ready In progress.
VOMS roles
for deployment
done 31/12.
ACLs
expected
30/06/07
Castor with VOMS roles + ACLs ready Delayed.
Schedule
for deployment
depend on
Castor team
workload.

Agreement from FNAL on v2.2. Expected ready for
deployment by November.
(Jan 07). A test end-point is available and being
tested.
Agreement from FNAL on v2.2. Expected ready for
deployment by November.
(Jan 07). A test end-point is available and being
tested.
dCache 1.7 (available Jan 07) can assign disk pools
based on VOMS roles. Full ACL based version
expected in test version in April, and ready for
deployment in June.
Should be delayed until after 1/04/07 following SRM
v2.2 plan.

SRM MILESTONES
Integration of all SRM
implementations succeeded at v2.2
(integration week 9-13 Oct)

In progress.
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The SRM group decided not to run this integration
week, but are regularly testing SRM interoperability
as part of the SRM v2.2 development process.
(Jan 07) Interoperation testing in progress. See
reports at Jan 07 GDB.
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SRM-2

31.10.06

DPM: SRM v2.2 available for
deployment

In progress.

Depends on SRM-1a

SRM-3

31.10.06

dCache: SRM v2.2 available for
deployment

In progress.

Depends on SRM-1a

SRM-4

31.10.06

Castor: SRM v2.2 available for
deployment

In progress.

Depends on SRM-1a

Summary of Progress
The service has continued to run uninterrupted, with the final phases of SC4 as well as continued ongoing productions from all
the experiments. In particular the service continued over the Christmas holidays without significant interruption, and with
contiinued use by the experiments. In particular ATLAS achieved very high rates of jobs.
Middleware components and deployment
The release process is now much cleaner with the majority of changes being provided as updates rather than full releases. Since
gLite-3.0.2 there have been 11 updates (covering >100 patches). The updates are now very regular, and sites upgrade as
needed, unless a patch is signalled as critical.
Data management: a version of the xrootd implementation in DPM has been made available to ALICE for testing; a first version
of FTS v2 (compatible with SRM v2.2 and 1.1) is being tested; the common rfio library is now used in DPM and is being
implemented by Castor to remove the current problem with the libraries.
Monitoring
Three monitoring working groups have been proposed, agreed and started. These will try and address the various aspects of
monitoring with the goals of improving the overall reliability of the services, and providing more complete information to the site
admins, service managers, and users. They are not development projects.
Developments of SAM have continued, completing more test functionality. The site availabilities and drill-downs are now
available in GridView.
Security
The VOMS services are now in full production, the old ldap-based services have been closed in October as scheduled.
A security vulnerability in Torque which had been publicised by the Torque community was patched and deployed rapidly to a
large number of LCG sites without unduly disrupting the service.
Finally, Ian Neilson has stepped down as LCG Security Officer and has been replaced by Romain Wartel.
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
1) The port to SLC4 is still not progressing. The WN port (components built under SLC3 and packaged for SLC4) is available and
being tested on the PPS and will be available for deployment shortly. The full port including 64bit versions awaits updates from
VDT and does not yet build fully. This issue has been raised with EGEE-JRA1 as a major problem.
2) The progress on SRMv2.2 is much slower than anticipated. Test end-points for Castor, DPM, and dCache are available, but
not yet stable nor yet providing the full set of functionality agreed in the LCG SRM 2.2 MoU.
3) Progress on testing the gLite CE is halted waiting for an updfated version of Condor (VDT) that avoids the bug limiting the
number of jobs that can run on a site to 100.
4) The gLite WMS is still not stable enough from a service manager or users point of view to be deployable in full production.
Continuing to work with the developers, ATLAS, CMS and deployment team to debug.
Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

New Milestones for Future Quarters
GD21

1.4.07

Full SLC4 port of gLite available

Status
In progress

Comments
Full native port of all services and components.

GD22

30.04.07 Integrated site fabric monitoring

Deliverable from the monitoring working group
providing the feedback from SAM and other external
monitors to site fabric monitoring systems.

GD23

30.04.07 gLite CE ready for full deployment

GD24

31.12.07 LCG CE phased out

Testing is in progress.
Questions over the level of support to be provided by
INFN need to be resolved before the decision to
deploy this CE is made.
Although the gLite CE may be deployed, it will take
some time to remove all existing LCG CEs.

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

ARDA

Author Name
Massimo Lamanna

Report Period

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
GANGAAT2

Nov-06 Production version exposed to the user

GANGALH2

Nov-06 Production version exposed to the user

Status
OK

community and used in SC4.

Comments
Report on analysis activity:
# Active users
# Feedback
# Comparison with other tools in use
in the collaboration

OK

Report on analysis activity:
# Active users
# Feedback
# Comparison with other tools in use
in the collaboration

community and used in SC4.

DASHBAT2

Nov-06 Version 1.0 in use in SC4

OK

Improved version in use in SC4:
# Management view
# Detailed views as defined by the
experiment
# Drill-down functionality to track
problems
# First automatic error detection

DASHBCM2

Nov-06 Version 1.0 in use in SC4

OK

Improved version in use in SC4:
# Management view
# Detailed views as defined by the
experiment
# Drill-down functionality to track
problems
# First automatic error detection

Summary of Progress
Ganga: The status of the tools (now in version 4.2) is satisfactory and includes support for experiment-specific
software (ATHENA and GAUDI) plus splitting and merging facilities (transform a task on a data set in a set of jobs
and merge the results). On the ATLAS side the interest and the visibility of the tool has improved (independent
users are using the tool especially in the UK; in some case new components are contributed). Feedback is
sizeable and satisfactory. The ATLAS system PANDA is the standard tool for job handling in the OSG and we
might use Ganga as a front-end if needed. The main risk factor is the actual demonstration that enough data
interesting for the end-user can be made available by the ATLAS DDM (Distributed Data Management): there are
no technical implication on the Ganga tool but the availability of data is a prerequisite to a larger user uptake. On
the LHCb side, the status of the tool is well-established (main mode of operation: Ganga as a front-end of DIRAC).

Dashboard: all the "views" and functionality we foresaw are available for ATLAS and CMS. In this quarter LHCb
showed interest and immediately after also ALICE did the same. The work plan has been modified in the following
way: we used LHCb has an opportunity to rationalise some part of the code (preparing for the departure of one
developer) and to improve the installation. This system is now in production and the ALICE one should follow soon
due to the code/installation improvements. We plan to provide regular monthly report for each VO and each Tier1
starting early next year.
With ALICE the support of the production is continuing. The monitor effort (MonAlisa related) is an important
ingredient of their system benefitting also the dashboard and support activities. The system is featured by a large
number of VO boxes (one per Tier1 and Tier2: o(100)): the system could be run successfully and we plan to
improve using the experience collected in this quarter (common errors, better procedures, etc...) to progressively
add the necessary automation using the existing monitor infrastructure and extend the use of suitable LCG tools
like SAM.
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With ATLAS the support of their production and analysis activities has continued on several fronts. The LEXORbased production has considerably improved (because of better operational procedures and improvements in the
software): this experience will be part of the WMS evaluation (see CMS section, next paragraph). A very important
new activity is starting to further support ATLAS on the data management area. By refocusing existing effort, a
team is being set up to support ATLAS in the deployment of the DDM system: the programme of work is being
prepared (an ATLAS DDM review took place in December) but some of the developments started within the
ATLAS dashboard are now the basis for the new DDM monitor system (first production version exposed to ATLAS
at the end of December).
With CMS the support of CSA06 was a central part of the activity. The feedback from CMS was very positive. We
are planning (also together with ATLAS) to repeat/improve the validation performed in the last quarter as
preparation of CSA06. The expectation is to move to the 3.1.x WMS and improve on especially on reliability in
close contacts with the developers and the operation teams. We hope that the new 3.1.x WMS system will allow to
restart the Grid reliability activity (difficulties have been seen in extracting logging information from the 3.0 WMS
used in CMS CSA06). In addition we provided support for the development of an analysis server to automatically
manage end-user analysis jobs.
With LHCb, the support of their production continued to suppport the successful DC06 activity. The LHCb
dashboard opens new possibilities of collaboration on monitor activities (so far done in the framework of DIRAC
outside our team).

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions

Status

Milestones for Next Quarters
Feb-07 New milestone with all 4 experiments

Comments and Additional Information
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Comments
As foreseen last year, we should
rediscuss milestones due to personnel
turnover and in light of the experience
of 2006. This also includes new
contacts due to changes in
experiments' management.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

Distributed Database Deployment
Report Period

Author Name
Dirk Duellmann

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
DBS-10

31.05.06 Replication Technology Write-up
15.12.06 Produce a document summarizing
new date the experience gained with streams
31.01.07

Status
Comments
In progress The final version of this document will be

produced after the workshop, which has
been deferred from Dec to Jan 26.

and frontier/squid in the 3D test bed
and outline the expected advantages
and issues with both approaches to
guide the deployment test with the
production setup.

DBS-11

31.08.08 Backup/Recovery Strategy Writenew date up
31.01.07

Produce a document summarizing
the required service level for
database backups at tier 0, 1 and 2
based on the experiment input. This
document should include the main
recovery scenarios and describe the
recovery procedures and expected
latencies.

In progress The final version of this document will be

produced after the workshop, which has
been deferred from Dec to Jan 26.

DBS-16

15.12.06

Database Administrator workshop Completed. Instead of the DBA workshop a full 3D
workshop has been planned as part of the
preferably at one of the phase 2
full WLCG workshop in Jan 22-26. The
sites
next DBA workshop is planned for March
and will be hosted by SARA/NIKHEF.

DBS-18

15.12.06

Completed All ATLAS phase 1 sites have been
Testing is extended to all six
involved in the ATLAS tests.
ATLAS Tier 1 3D Phase I sites with .
both dedicated test data and
access to some real data with
Athena test jobs.

DBS-21

31.01.07

Use of T1/T2 data replicated via 3D Completed CMS has tested the Frontier setup at Tier 0
and the SQUID caches at T0/1/2
services by CMS production jobs .
successfully as part of their CSA'06 activity.
Some 28 Tier 1 and 2 sites have been
involved. Some remaining cache
coherency issues have been observed and
addressed by regularly clearing the squid
caches. Further studies of the impact of
cache coherency problems are underway.

DBS-22

31.12.06

TRIUMF database setup becomes Completed The TRIUMF database cluster has been
.
setup and is under test by ATLAS.
available for experiment tests.

DBS-23

31.12.06

NIKHEF/SARA database setups
become available for experiment
tests.

Partial
SARA has setup one database cluster
completio which will soon be tested by ATLAS.
n.
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Summary of Progress
All phase 1 Tier-1 sites are now in operation and use by the experiments for the conditions databases is
beginning. The system is also being used by LHCb for replication of their LFC catalogue. All phase 2 sites (NDGF,
NIKHEF/SARA, PIC and TRIUMF) are all actively working on the commissioning of the requested database
setups, but not all are available yet for use by the experiments. At TRIUMF and SARA database clusters have
been setup and are currently validated by the experiments. At NDGF and PIC the cluster setup is still being
performed and both sites risk to not be ready in time for their availability milestone end of March. All other sites
have been tested by ATLAS and LHCb and did reach the estimated replication rate for conditions data. The 3D
streams monitoring setup has been put into production since November last year and does alert experiment and
site responsibles about operational problems. It also provides graphical displays of the over all status of the
database installations at all sites, which is now being integrated into the experiment dashboards.
The deployment of the initial Frontier/Squid system and the associated monitoring for CMS is complete and
has been successfully tested during the CSA06 activity with some 28 Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites.
Updates on the experiment resource requirements and agreement on the database backup and security
policies which have been prepared by Tier 0 and discussed with experiments and sites are expected for
the upcoming database workshop (26 Jan).
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions
References and Hyperlinks
Database Workshop at CERN - http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=10132

DBS-19

Status
Comments
In
ATLAS has delayed the starting date for
progress. the conditions data challenge to beginning

New Milestones for Future Quarters
31.01.07 Use of T1 data replicated via 3D
new date services by ATLAS production
28.02.07
jobs. Milestone on ATLAS and
ATLAS Phase 1 sites.

of March. The execution of test jobs against
the RAL replica has started and the
execution of these jobs via the grid is
planned for the near future.

DBS-20

31.03.07

In progress LHCb has started to use Tier 1 replicas
Use of T1 data replicated via 3D
from test jobs executed via the grid. Full
services by LHCb production jobs
production is expected for April.

DBS-24

28.2.07

NDGF database setups become
available for experiment tests.

In progress NDGF is planning to setup a single node

PIC database setups become
available for experiment tests.

In progress PIC is now in the process of hiring a

DBS-25

DBS-17

28.2.07

21.03.07

database for initial ATLAS needs. The
hardware for the requested cluster still
needs to be acquired. A database contact
has been defined.

database contact. Some h/w for an initial
database setup is already available.

Planned
Database Administrator workshop
preferably at one of the phase 2 sites

A database administrator workshop is now
scheduled and will be hosted by
NIKHEF/SARA

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

Grid Deployment Board

Author Name
Kors Bos

Report Period

2006 Q4
Status

Milestones for the Quarter
GDB-

03.10.06 pre-GDB meeting at CERN Done

on SRMv2.2 storage
classes deployment
GDB-

04.10.06 GDB meeting at CERN

Done

GDB-

07.10.06 pre-GDB meeting at CERN Done

GDB-

on the numbers in the
MegaTable
08.11.06 GDB meeting at CERN

GDB-

05.10.06 pre-GDB meeting at CERN Done

Done

on SRMv2.2 storage
classes deployment
GDB-

06.12.06 GDB meeting at CERN

GDB-9

31.12.06 Storage accounting

GDB-10

31.10.06 SL4 migration (initialy only

Done

the worked nodes)
GDB-19

31.12.06 Final report from the

storage classes assesment
group
GDB-20

31.12.06 Simple Job Priority system

available
GDB-11

31.12.06 OPN network rollout in

Europe

Comments
Reports were presented from storage implementations
at some of the Tier-1's

Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB
wiki page at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
Board
The experiments presented the justification of their
numbers in the tables
Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB
wiki page at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
Board
Reports were presented from storage implementations
at some of the Tier-2's (DPM and dCache)

Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB
wiki page at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
Board
A first version of storage accounting is in place and has
been demonstrated to work in principle. Many details
still to be done.
The software for the worker nodes works and a shortcut
to a solution for the UI has been proposed. Tests by
experiments requested.
extra meetings have been organised in conjunction with
the October and November GDB and a first
implementation plan for the sites should be defined.
Is available. Still needs manual intervention from
system administrators at each site.
All GEANT2 links in Europe between T0 and T1's are
available now and used.

Summary of Progress
Much progres was reported from the subgroups: security policies, networking, user registration and storage
deployment. A follow-up group for storage deployment was proposed.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones Changes and Actions
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References and Hyperlinks
GDB Homepage at:http://lcg.web.cern.ch/LCG/Boards/GDB/gdb.html
GDB wiki page at: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeploymentBoard

Status

Milestones for Next Quarter
GDB-

09.01.07 pre-GDB meeting at CERN Done

on SRMv2.2 storage
classes deployment
GDB-

10.01.07 GDB meeting at CERN

Done

GDB-

06.02.07 pre-GDB meeting at CERN Done

on SRMv2.2 storage
classes deployment
GDB-

07.02.07 GDB meeting at CERN

Done

GDB-

07.02.07 New chairperson found

Done

GDB-

06.03.07 pre-GDB meeting at CERN Done

on SRMv2.2 storage
classes deployment
GDB-

07.02.07 Updated requirements from Done

the experiments discussed
GDB-

07.03.07 GDB meeting at CERN

GDB-

30.04.07 Transition to SL 4

Done

completed
GDB-13

31.06.07 Automated accounting

GDB-14

31.06.07 Class 2 VOBoxes replaced

Comments
More emphasis on data access. Input from the
experiemnts needed

Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB
wiki page at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
Board
More emphasis on data access. Input from the
experiemnts needed

Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB
wiki page at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
Board
The current chair steps down as from the March
meeting
More emphasis on data access. Input from the
experiemnts needed

Harry's tables need to have been updated and
discussed again.
Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB
wiki page at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
Board
There should be 6 months of running-in before the
beam turns on
CPU accounting will be automated but only jobs
submitted through the grid will be automatically
accounted.
Detailed schedule being discussed in the EGEE TCG

by class 1 VOBoxes

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

ALICE
Report Period

Author
Yvez Schutz

2006 Q4
MS106

MS107

MS108

MS109

Milestones for the Quarter
Jul-06 T0-T1 disk-tape (nominal
rates). Second chance to
push out the data.
Reconstruction at CERN
and remote
centers.
Jul-06 T1-T1, T1-T2, T2-T1 and

Status
DONE

delayed 11/10/06: Delayed, pending successful completion of MS106

15/01/07: This will be synchronized with WLCG milestones
for 2007.

other rates according to
the rated defined in the
TDR.
Sep-06 Scheduled analysis
challenge in T1s.

Sep-06 Unscheduled challenge in DONE

T2s.
MS110

Nov-06 AiRoot Release

EXTMS- Apr-07
01

EXTMS- Dec-06
02

DONE

xrootd interfaced to
CASTOR2

xrootd interfaced to
dCache
EXTMS- Dec-06 xrootd interfaced to DPM

Comments
11/10/06 In progress. T1 centres providing FTS endpoints
and SRM storage: CCIN2P3, CNAF, GridKA, RAL, SARA.
Target rate 300 MB/sec for a week, corresponding to a pushout rate for Pb+Pb data during the LHC shutdown
15/01/07: The target rate of 300 MB/sec has been reached
in November 2006.

DONE

11/10/06: the first phase of PDC06 has produced the
required amount of data which are now ready to be
analyzed. The framework for analysis (PROOF and
distributed analysis) is in place and under limited test. Large
scale tests will start within the present month.
15/01/07: this exercise has not started and will be postponed
until the analysis framework is consolidated and the AOD
structure is finalized.
11/10/06: same comment as for MS108
15/01/07: User driven analyis is continuously going on with
an increasing number of users.
15/01/07: The release has been deployed as foreseen and
used for a fraction of the PDC06 production. A new release,
incompatible with the previous one, will be tagged and
deployed before end of january to serve as a base for
PDC07.
15/01/07: ongoing work in common with the CASTOR2 and
xrootd developers. The interface is required by ALICE to be
ready in April but we depend for the schedule on the the
CASTOR2 and xrootd developpers.
15/01/07: presently under test

15/01/07: ongoing work in common with the DMP and xrootd
developers. The interface is required by ALICE to be ready
in April but we depend for the schedule on the the DPM and
xrootd developpers.
Summary of Progress
AliRoot simulation: The standart transport package remains G3 because there are some difficulties to put Fluka,
which has much better physics, in production. Work has started to implement the day 0 geometry.

03

AliRoot reconstruction: the parameters are accessed from the central Offline Condition Data Base. The detector
algorithms are being refined. Progress in reducing the memory consumption and the processing time has been
achieved.
AliRoot analysis: the new framework has been released and is under test by users. A prototype for the AOD has
been released.
AliRoot visualisation: the framework is fully implemented and is under evaluation by the users. Developpment and
tests of PROOF on the CAF are going on. The implementation of quotas, load balancing and disk management
has started.
Production on the Grid: the job submission is working smoothly and has been exercised continuously during
PDC06, including during the Christmas hollidays. The Grid operation has been automised allowing to a small team
of experts to take care of the entire production.
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Grid SE: the interface xrootd - dCache is in early testing phase, and the interface xrootd -CASTOR2, DPM is still
under development. Operational problems encountered with FTS during the exercise of pushing out data from
CERN have been identified and discussed with the FTS development and operation teams. In general, the T0->T1
transfer excercise was extremely helpfull in tuning our high level services to work with FTS. The nominal targget
rate has been reached ans sustained for a short period of time. This exercise will restart and run continuously in
2007.
Grid MW: The evolution of the ALICE services and the use of production LCG services is steady. The interface to
ARC is progressing very slowly and the development of the interface to OSG is stalled.
We have tested the gLite resource broker at CERN and found it to be satisfactory.
Grid resources: only about 50% of the resources pledged by the sites were usable or available for PDC06. On the
long term, whereas the anticipated situation with the resources seems allright in 2008, in later years the missing
resources are a threat to the ALICE physics program.
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Interface of xrootd and the LCG SE implementation CASTOR2, and DPM
Computing resources in the external sites

Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

Status
Milestones for Next Quarters
march- AliRoot Release: final MC
07
for day 1 geometry
MS112 march- AliEn release and
07
deployment
MS113 march- Start of PDC07: MC for
07
day 1 data
MS114 April-07 All sites pledging
resources configured for
ALICE V0
MS115 June-07 Validation of AliRoot data
format by detector
commissioning

Comments

MS111

MS116

June-07 AliRoot release: final

reconstruction for day 1
run release and
AliEn
deployment
MS-118 Sep-07 AliRoot release: data
analysis packages for day
1 physics
Comments and Additional Information
MS117

Jun-07
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date

ATLAS

9.1.2007

Report Period

Authors
Dario Barberis

2006Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
ATL-CSC-06-9/30/2006
Data Streaming test begun

Status
Done.

05

Comments
Merging of simulated data files with different
physics processes to produce realistic "raw"
data files as input to the streaming test is in
progress. Streaming tests are now in
progress.

ATL-CSC-06-10/15/2006
06

Conclusion of Phase 2 of the Tier-0 functional Done.
tests.
Target is to reach and sustain the nominal
data transfer rates between all internal
components.

Target rates reached.

ATL-CSC-06-10/31/2006
07

Conclusion of the Tier-0 -> Tier-1 -> Tier-2
Done.
data transfer tests.
Targets are the nominal export rates to all Tier1s and to at least 50% of the Tier-2s in each
Tier-1 cloud.

Only <50% of the target rates reached in a
sustained way; higher rates attained for
short periods.

ATL-CSC-06-11/30/2006
08

Conclusion of Data Streaming tests.

In
Streaming tests extended in scope and in
Progress. time throughout Winter 2007.

ATL-GTS-06- 11/30/2006
01

Review of DDM system.

Done.

ATL-GTS-06- 11/30/2006
02

Production system uses the VOMS production Done.
role and production queues, or shares, on all
Tier-1 sites.

ATL-DBD06-01

12/15/2006

Testing is extended to all six ATLAS Tier 1 3D Done.
Phase I sites with both dedicated test data and
access to some real data with Athena test
jobs.

ATL-EDM06-01

12/31/2006

Decision on T/P technology and reconstruction Done.
data formats.

Workshop and review on 20-22 November
2006.
All Tier-1s implemented production queues
(or shares) and reserved a ~80% quota of
the ATLAS share for production work. We
are now checking if the reserved quotas
work properly.

Implementation in progress.

Summary of Progress
The work on optimisation of data access led the collaboration to choose a new Event Data Model for reconstruction output, which
allows direct ROOT access to the AOD data. Its implementation is in progress and should be completed for release 13 in March.
Release 13 also includes: - Time-dependent calibration infrastructure and support for Calibration Data Challenge
- Parameterized shower simulation in production
- Full Trigger chain
- Optimized reconstruction algorithms (e.g. brem recovery)
- Schema evolution support in place for all data
- Port to SLC4 and 64-bit architectures
Simulation production operation continued with release 12 at a rate of 2M events/week in November-December (with a peak of 4M
events the last week of December).

CSC Tier-0 tests showed that the system can sustain the nominal number of jobs and data transfer rates. Tests in Q1-2007 will
include more realistic calibration and reconstruction code and exercising error conditions.
T0-T1-T2 data distribution tests operated concurrently with other activities and experiments in Autumn 2006 showed that only a
fraction for the nominal data transfer rate can be achieved currently. Focussed tests to optimise the site and transfer channel
configurations are in progress.
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Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Outstanding issues are site (mainly Storage Element) instabilities that affect productions and also (in different ways) data transfer
tests.
The user access to the data on the Grid using DDM tools also needs attention soon.

Milestones Changes and Actions
The changes in the EDM decided at the end of 2006, together with a resturucturing of the reconstruction code for the tracking
detectors, induced a delay in software release 13, originally foreseen for the end of January 2007. The Calibration Data Challenge
(CDC), which needs it, will shift accordingly to Q2-2007, and the Full Dress Rehearsal to Q3-2007.

References and Hyperlinks

ATL-DBD07-01

1/31/2007

Milestones for Next Quarter
Use of data replicated via 3D services by
ATLAS production jobs.

Status
Comments
In
Needed in preparation for ATLAS
progress. Calibration Data Challenge. Involves ASGC,
BNL, CNAF, GridKa, IN2P3, RAL, plus
TRIUMF and SARA if ready for 3D.

ATL-REL-07- 31/1/07
01
31/3/07

Software release 13. Includes full support for
misalignments and miscalibrations in the
reconstruction. Built also for SCL4 on 32-bit
and 64-bit platforms, and validated for 32-bit.

In
Release delayed by EDM changes.
Progress.

ATL-CSC-07-2/28/2007
01

Tier-0 tests 2007/Phase 1 completed

Preparatio
n in
progress.

ATL-DDM07-01

SRM 2.2 in production in the DDM system

Tests in
progress.

ATL-REL-07- 31/3/07
02
15/5/07

Software release 13 validated and in
production.

Depends
on ATLREL-0701.

ATL-CSC-07-3/31/2007
02

Data distribution Tier-0→Tier-1→Tier-2 at
nominal rate for at least one week.

Preparatio May be downscoped wrt nominal rates
n in
everywhere.
progress.

ATL-DBD07-02

3D databases available at all Tier-1s.

Preparatio
n in
progress.

2/28/2007

3/31/2007

Comments and Additional Information
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

CMS

31.1.2007

Report Period

Author Name
Matthias Kasemann

2006 Q4

Status+A2
Comments
0
Delayed
CSA06 started on Oct. 2

Milestones for the Quarter
CPT-4-00prepCSA06

15-Sep

CSA06 start (all preparation
complete)

CPT-4

17-Nov

CSA06 completed. Including usage
of LCG 3D tools for remote DB
access.

Done

CSA06 operations ended successfully
on Nov. 13, 2006. The technical metrics
were all met and some were exceeded
by large factors. Offline DB access
performed via Frontier/Squid at all
participating sites.

CPT-4-00prepCSA06

2-Oct

CSA06 start (al preparation
complete)

Done

CPT-4-001-Oct
startupCSA06

Start CSA06 sustained running
phase

Done

CSA06 started on Oct. 2, 2006 after the
MC preproduction of 60M events
finished.
Prompt reconstruction at T0 started on
Oct. 2, 2006

CPT-4-00runCSA06

31-Oct

Complete CSA06 sustained running
phase

Done

Oct 30, Tier0 operations ramp down.
Dedicated T1-T2 transfer tests started.

15-Nov
CPT-4-00cleanupCSA0
6

CSA06 complete (include any rerun
tests)

Done

CSA06 operations ended successfully
on Nov. 13, 2006. Re-reconstruction and
analysis performed since Oct. 15. 2006

CPT-5-02

Computing systems re-visited based In progress A comprehensive report on CSA06
on CSA06 lessons-learned
including lessons-learned will be
submitted to the LHCC in Feb. 2007.

15-Dec

Summary of Progress
CMS activities concentrated on the Computing, Software and Analysis (CSA06) challenge. All defined goals were
met, some technical metrics were exceeded by large factors.
- T0 prompt reconstruction of RECO, AOD, AlCaReco with Frontier access performed at 100% efficiency for 207M
evts.
- Data were exported to T1 at rates of 150 MB/s and higher.
- Offline database access at all participating remote sites via Frontier/Squid sucessfully tested.
- Skim production at T1s was demonstrated, results were transferred to T2s.
- Re-reconstruction was performed at 6 T1 centres.
- Alignment/Calibration/Physics analyses were sucessfully demonstrated.
- Job load reached 55K jobs /day, around 40% / 60% based on analysis activity / job robots.
- Data transfers performed between T1 centres and non-associated T1-T2 transfers executed.
A comprehensive report on CSA06 including lessons-learned is in preparation and will be submitted to the LHCC
in Feb. 2007.
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions
CSA06 lessons-learned will be completed in February 2007
References and Hyperlinks

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/CSA06
CPT-5-02

Status
Comments
Milestones for Next Quarter
Computing systems re-visited based In progress A comprehensive report on CSA06
on CSA06 lessons-learned
including lessons-learned will be
submitted to the LHCC in Feb. 2007.

15-Feb
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CPT-6-02

15-Feb

Computing Commissioning plan
defined

Level 3 milestone

CPT-6-01

15-Feb

Tier0 centre and CERN analysis
facility ready for pilot run

Level 2 milestone

CPT-5-01

15-Mar

Preproduction simulation software
ready

Level 2 milestone

CPT-6-02

15-Apr

Tier-1 and 2 centres ready for pilot
run

Level 2 milestone

Comments and Additional Information
Milestones CPT-5-01 (15.3.07) and CPT-6-01 (15.2.07) will be adapted to the new LHC schedule, foreseen
completion dates are Oct. 15, 2007. A CSA07 is planned to demonstrated completion of this milestones.
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QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name

Date
9.1.2007

LHCb

Author Name
Nick Brook

Report Period

2006 Q4
Milestones for the Quarter
31.10.06
Alignement/calibration
challenge

Status
Comments
replication The sub-detector component of this milestone has
test ongoing been delayed until late March early April 2007 so
all tracking sub-detectors will have their code in
place. It is now envisaged to look at the
mechanics of database replication/job triggering as
a pure computing exercise late January/early
February at the available T1 sites. We note the
delay at some phase 2 sites for 3D deployment but
the new timescale for the calibration challenge
seems compatible

30.11.06

Software release for "physics Ongoing
book" production

This milestone was completed and "physics book"
production commenced

Dec'06

mechanics of database
Delayed
replication/job triggering as a
pure computing exercise

Will now take place late Janary/early February

Summary of Progress
The problems with access to data from the MSS continues to be problem. 4 sites (RAL, CERN, PIC and IN2p3)
generallybehaving smoothly. The outstanding problems with dCache between NIKHEF & SARA seem resolved
and tests are ongoing. GridKa tests are ongoing after the recent upgrade of dCache. A temporary fix has been
implemented at CNAF whilst awaiting the deployment of a fixed CASTOR. The stripping phase will comence once
smooth operations of the reconstruction is achieved
Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Milestones Changes and Actions
Delay of "mechanics of database replication/job triggering as a pure computing exercise "
References and Hyperlinks
Milestones for Next Quarter
Move fully to gLite RB

Status

Comments

3/1/2007

3/31/2007 Start of

Alignement/calibration
challenge
3/31/2007 Completion of physics book

production (MC prod, recons
& stripping) for analysis on
the Grid for Physics book
3/31/2007 DAQ to Tier0 tests

needs: 70 MB/s (pass)
aim: 200 MB/s (success)
Organised by LHCb online project
aim: 200MB/s

Comments and Additional Information
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